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D.C. events mark 5th anniversary of Ukrainian Helsinki Group
WASHINGTON - A demonstra–
tion in front of the Soviet Embassy, a
special order of the House of Represen–
tatives and a congressional reception all
marked a daylong commemoration of
the fifth anniversary of the formation of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group held in
the nation's capital on November 17.
in addition, the day before, three
former Ukrainian dissidents and mem–
bers of the Kiev-based group — Gen.
Petro Grigorenko, Nina Strokata–
Karavansky and volodymyr Malyn–
kovych - joined attorney Myroslaw
Smorodsky in testifying before a special
hearing of the Congressional Commit–
tee on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (CSCE) concerning the Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Groupandhuman-rights
in Ukraine.
The Ukrainian Helsinki Monitoring
Group was founded in 1976 by author
Mykola Rudenko, Oleksa Tykhy and
eight other Ukrainian rights activists to
monitor compliance with the 1975
Helsinki agreements on human-rights
and European security.
Some 60 demonstrators passed out
flyers in front of the Soviet Embassy
condemning the Soviets for their fla–
grant violations of the Helsinki Final
Act and for actions against the 37
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group.
Steve Lodge, an assistant to Pennsyl–
vania Rep. Charles Dougherty, at–
tempted to deliver a letter from the
congressman to Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin, but embassy offi–

Gen. Petro Grigorenko addresses guests at the reception held in Washington in observance of the fifth anniversary of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group.
cials said that the building was closed Ukrainian group and to commemorate House, Rep. Dougherty paid tribute to
for the day.
its deeds.
the 37 members of the Ukrainian Hel–
in the letter, Rep. Dougherty, a
The demonstration, which ended sinki Group and scored the Soviet
member of the Ad Hoc Congressional with the singing of "Ne Рога" and the Union for its "inhumane treatment of
Committee on the Baltic States and Ukrainian national anthem, was or– Ukrainian citizens."
Ukraine, expressed Congress's concern ganized by the Philadelphia-based
Speaking about the fate of Mr.
"for the welfare of the men and women Ukrainian Human Rights Committee.
Rudenko, currently serving a sevenof the Ukrainian Helsinki group."
year prison term, and his wife Raisa,
who this year was sentenced to 10 years'
The letter also informed the Soviet
Special order
ambassador about the special order of
(Continued on page 3)
During the special order of the
the House to address the fate of the

SUSTA holds 19th congress
by Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
KERHONKSON, NY. - Ronya
Stojko-Lozynskyj, a graduate student
at New York University, was re-elected
president of SUSTA, the Federation of
Ukrainian Student Organizations in
America, at the federation's 19th bien–
nial congress held here at the Soyuzivka
UNA estate during the November21-22
weekend.
Fifty-six delegates representing 17
students clubs from throughout the
United States and some 35 guests
attended the congress.
Elected to serve on the executive
board along with Ms. Stojko-Lozyn–
skyj for 1981-83 were: Michael Mulyk
(New York University), executive vice
president; Bohdan Besaha (Temple
University), vice president-East; Mark
Fedorak (Wayne State University), vice
president-Midwest; Nadia Chowhan
(University of Minnesota), vice presi–
dent-West; Olenka Oleshchuk (Fair–
leigh Dickinson University), secretary;
Michael Kocur (NYU), treasurer; Na–
talka Cherney (Hunter College), special
assignments director; Mary Mycio–

Zaryckyj (NYU), educational director;
and Natalka iwanchuk, (Hunter Col–
lege), public relations director.
The auditing committee consists of:
iwan Prynada (immediate past presi–
dent), chairman; and John Leshchuk
(Cooper Union) and Askold Kobasa
(Fordham University), members.
Arbitration board members are vic–
tor Potapenko (TUSM Detroit), George
Hryshchyshyn (Buffalo) and George
Golub (University of Minnesota).
The following hromadas were repre–
sented at the congress: Barnard College^
Columbia University, with 32 registered
members, sent two delegates to the
SUSTA congress; Wayne State Univer–
sity, 30 members, one delegate; TUSM
(the Ukrainian Students Association of
Mykola Michnowsky), 372 members,
19 delegates; NYU, 48 members, five
delegates; Rutgers University-Newark,
81 members, three delegates; Rutgers–
New Brunswick, 33 members, three
delegates; Hunter College, 38 members,
two delegates; University of Connecti–
cut, 20 members, two delegates; Temple
University, 33 members, two delegates;
Cooper Union, seven members, one

delegate; University of Minnesota, 47
members, four delegates; Syracuse
University, 31 members, three delegates; St. John's University, 47 mem–
bers, four delegates; Rhode island, 12
members, one delegate; Manor Junior
College, 32 members, two delegates;
Binghamton^ Johnson City, N.Y., 26
members, one delegate; and Buffalo, 27
members, one delegate.
The SUSTA congress was officially
convened at noontime Saturday. After
opening remarks by the outgoing SUSTA
president, Ms. Stojko-Lozynskyj, the
Rev. Bohdan volosin, the local Ukrai–
nian Catholic pastor, delivered an
invocation.
A presidium consisting of ihor
Zwarycz, chairman, Marko Gudziak,
vice chairman; Natalia Krawciw and
Mr. Golub, secretaries, was elected to
conduct the congress.
Also elected
during the opening
session were the following committees:
verifications: Mykola Hryckowian,
Marianna Hatala and volodymyr Sy–
dor;
Nominations: Messrs. Fedorak, Lesh–
chuk and Besaha;
Statutes: Ms. Mycio-Zaryckyj, Ju–
lianna Ratych and Miss Chowhan;
Resolutions: Miss Cherney, Roman

Zwarycz and Andrij Priatka;
Financial: Lesia Kotliar, Mr. Kobasa
and Mr. Kocur.
The session following a brief lunch
break was devoted to the 60th anniver–
sary of the founding of the underground
Ukrainian university in Lviv. The
keynote speaker of the session was Prof.
Wolodymyr Stojko of Manhattan Col–
lege.
in his account of the history of the
underground university, Prof.
Stojko noted that the existence of the
university in 1921-25 was a unique
phenomenon in world history, which
testified to the dedication of both its
students and faculty, and had the
broadest-based support of the Ukrai–
nian populace.
Prof. Stojko advised the SUSTA
members to never forget the legacy of
the underground Ukrainian university,
i.e. the importance of an independent
Ukrainian scholarly institution.
SUSTA business sessions continued
that afternoon with reports of the
outgoing executive board members and
discussions of the reports.
Ms. Stojko-Lozynskyj reported that,
for all practical purposes, the executive
(Continued on page 11)
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Solidarity congress speaks out Over 100 U.S. congressmen, senators
on Poland's national question score persecution of Helsinki group
by Or. Roman Solchanyk
- The radical changes that have taken
place in Poland since the emergence of
the independent trade union Solidarity
have made it possible for many pro–
blems that were officially considered
"non-existent" or "solved" to surface
once again. One such problem is that of
Poland's national minorities. 1
Soon after Solidarity was establish–
ed as a force to be reckoned with, the
two largest non-Polish groups' — U–
krainians and Byelorussians — began to
petition to Polish Party Communist
Party and government for improve–
ments in various areas governing the
cultural affairs to these two minorities.
The concerns of the two groups were
quite smiliar, centering on such issues as
greater opportunities for native-lan–
guage instruction in the Polish school
system; liberalization of the govern–
ment's press policy vis-a-vis Ukrainian
and Byelorussian publications and
more frequent access to the Polish mass
media; preservation of cultural monu–
ments and museums, and support for
choirs and folk dance groups; and
increased support for the further deve–
lopment o f the social and cultural
societies that serve as the official
representatives of the two groups in the
Polish People's Republic.
Demands that could be interpreted as
having explicit political content played
a less prominent role, although there is
evidence that in October and November
1980 a controversy developed within
the Ukrainian Social and Cultural
Society (USKT) indicating dissatisfac–
tion with the limitation of the USKT to
purely cultural activities and a desire to
venture into the field of political activ–
ism.
The Byelorussians demanded repre–
sentation in the Sejm and in local party
and government bodies of the Bialystok
region proportionate to the number of
Byelorussians in the area and a revision
of the officially sanctioned concept of
an ethnically h o m o g e n e o u s Polish
state, while the Ukrainians raised the
question of censorship and the need to
undertake в rewriting of the history of
Polish-Ukrainian relations past and
present. 2
in a broader sense, the very fact that
these issues and grievances could be
discussed openly after so many years of
enforced (silence imparted a political
dimension to all aspects of the problem
of relations between the Poles and their
two Slavic neighbors.
A l t h o u g h Ukrainians and Bye!o–
russians, by virtue of their numbers,
have been the most visible and vocal
proponents of liberalization of the
regime's nationalities policy, signs of
national ferment among other nonPolish groups have also come to the
surface during the past year. Of parti–
cular interest is the formation of a
Union of Lithuanian Students in Po–
land on February 20, which was follow–
ed on May 30 by the establishment of
analogous organizations by Ukrainian
and Byelorussian students. 3 On July 29,
after the refusal of the authorities to
recognize the three groups as legal
entities, representatives of the student
organizations formed a joint committee
to continue their campaign for legal
status as national student bodies. 4
More recently, a Council of Gypsy
Elders from the city of Kielce appealed
to the government for recognition of
Gypsies in Poland as a national mino–
rity. Citing "the decidedly hostile
attitude of society" towards the Gypsies
and pointing to the.resolutions adopted

by the last international congress of
their co-nationals, the council requested
that the proposal be examined by the
Sejm in the hope of finding a solution to
"a tragic situation." 5
Equally important as the initiatives
undertaken by the minorities themselves
has been the willingness of the Polish
press, both official and unofficial, to
provide a forum for discussion of
nationality relations in Poland from a
historical standpoint not restricted to
the period since World War H. During
the past year several respected newspapers, including Polityka, Kultura,
and Tygodnik Powszechny, have open–
ed their pages to a critical re-examina–
tion of nationality problems, focusing
their attention on the Ukrainian, Byelo–
russian and Jewish minorities. 6
These problems had also been dis–
cussed in Polish samizdat for several
years prior to the "Polish summer" of
1980. Such discussions, however, have
by n o means been free of pitched
e m o t i o n s and controversy. Thus, a
(Continued on page 12)

rent unwillingness to honor the terms of
WASHINGTON - Over 100 u.s
the act, as demonstrated by the impri–
representatives arid senators from 31
sonment
and exile of many of the
states recently joined Rep. Millicent
members of this group.
Fenwick (R-N.J.) as co-signers of a
"We have attached a list of the
letter to Soviet Ambassador Anatoly
members of the Ukrainian Public Group
Dobrynin protesting Soviet persecution
to P r o m o t e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n of the
of the Ukrainian Public Group to ProHelsinki Accords for your considera–
mote the implementation of the Helsinki
tion.
We urgently request the release of
Accords (also known as the Ukrainian
these Soviet citizens, and ask that you
Helsinki Monitoring Group).
convey to Chairman Brezhnev our deep
By stressing the fact that all 37
members of the Ukrainian Helsinki concern about their welfare."
The following congressmen have coGroup are either imprisoned or in exile,
the co-signers are thus exerting pressure signed Rep. Fenwick's letter to Soviet
on Soviet officials through this letter to ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin.
New York: Joseph P. Addabbo (D),
bring about the group members' release,
Mario Biaggi (D), Thomas J. Downey
noted Americans for Human Rights in
(D), Geraldine A. Ferraro (D), Hamil–
Ukraine.
Concerned constituents aided in ton Fish Jr. (R), Benjamin A. Gilman
making the public and government (R), Bill Green (R), Frank Horton (R),
officials aware of the importance of the John J. LaFalce (D), John Leboutillier
fifth anniversary of the Kiev-based (R), Gary A. Lee ( R ) , Matthew F.
group, in addition to apprising every McHugh ( D ) , Raymond J. McGrath
member of Congress about the tragic (R), Guy v . Molinari (R), James H.
fate of the Ukrainian Helsinki Moni– Scheuer (D), Charles E. Schumer (D),
toring Group, Americans for Human Gerald B. H. Solomon (R), George C.
Rights in Ukraine (AHRU) was joined Wortley (R).
by the Committee for the Defense of
New Jersey: James A. Courter (R),
1. Official statistics on the national Human Rights in Ukraine (illinois), the Bernard J. Dwyer ( D ) , Frank J.
composition of the Polish People's Republic Association of Ukrainian Americans of G u a r i n i ( D ) , M i l l i c e n t F e n are not published, and it is therefore difficult New England and the Ukrainian Evan– w i c k ( R ) , J a m e s J . F l o r i o
to cite an exact figure for Poland's national gelical Alliance of North America by (D), Edwin B. Forsythe (R), Harold C.
minorities. The estimates vary from 400,000 urging the elected officials to join
Hollenbeck (R), William J. Hughes (D),
to 500,000 and more. See Andrzej Kwilecki,
"National Minorities in Poland," "Polish Congresswoman Fenwick in this timely Joseph G. Minish (D), Robert E. Roe
human-rights
endeavor.
(D), Christopher H. Smith (D).
Round Table," vol. 11,1969, pp. 145-57, and
Strongly chastising the Soviet go–
Jerzy Lovell, "Polska, jakiej nie znamy,"
California: David
Dreier
Krakow, Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1970, p. vernment's failure to honor the provi– (R),
D o n Edwards ( D ) , Bobbi
38.
sions of the Helsinki Final Act, the Fiedler (R), Robert J. Lagomar–
2. Recent developments among the Ukrai– signers of the letter are also showing sino (R), Tom Lantos (D), Robert T.
nians in Poland are surveyed by Roman that they are aware of the plight of the Matsui (D), Norman Y. Mineta (D),
Solchanyk, "Aktywizacja mniejszosci u– Ukrainian monitors, and are openly
Henry A. Waxman (D).
krainskiej w Polsce," Kultura, Paris, No. 7- demonstrating to these c o u r a g e o u s
Pennsylvania: Bob Edgar (D),
8, July-August, pp. 125-30. See also the defenders of human rights that the
response to this article by J. P., "Jeszcze о collective conscience of the United A l l e n E . E r t e l ( D ) , T h o m a s
M
.
F o g l i e t t a ( D ) , A u s t i n J.
Ukraincach w Polsce," Kultura, Paris, No.
10, October, pp. 109-11. On the Byelorus– States is behind this valiant struggle Murphy (D), Richard T. Schulze (R),
towards
attaining
the
universal
goal
of
sians, see the appeal of the Main Adminis–
Joseph F. Smith (D), Don Ritter (R).
tration of the Byelorussian Social and human and national freedom.
Colorado: Hank Brown (R), Ken Kra–
Cultural Society in Poland to the former
The letter stated:
mer (R), Patricia Schroeder (D), Ti–
first secretary of the Central Committee of
" W e a r e w r i t i n g t o e x p r e s s o u r mothy E. Wirth (D).
the PUWP, Stanislaw Kania, dated Novem– concern about the members of the
illinois: Frank Annunzio ( D ) ,
ber 25, 1980, in Suchasnist, No. 6, June, pp. Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
Cardiss Collins (D), Edward J. Derwin–
98-103. Byelorussian" and English-language
the implementation of the Helsinki ski (R), John Edward Porter (R).
resumes of this appeal were published in
Accords.
Belarus, New York, March.
Ohio: Dennis E. Echart(D), Willis D.
"This group was formed five years Gradison Jr. (R), Mary Rose Oakar
3. "Organizacje studenckie mniejszosci
narodowych," Biuletyn pism zwiazkowych і ago this week. Since that time, virtually (D), Ed Weber (R).
zakladowych, No. 30, August 13-16, p. 207. all of its members have reportedly been
Massachusetts: Barney Frank (D),
4. "Oswiadczenie Komitetow Zalozyciel– imprisoned, sent to labor camps, or
Edward J. Markey (D), Nicholas Mav–
skich Bialoruskiego Zrzeszenia Studentow forced into exile.
roules
(D), Joe Moakley.
w Polsce, Zwiazku Studentow Litwinow w
"The group was created to monitor
Connecticut: Sam Gejdenson (D),
Polsce, Zrezeszenia Studentow Ukrainskich your government's compliance with the
w Polsce," Biuletyn pism zwiazkowych і provisions of the Final Act of the Anthony Toby Moffett (D), Lawrence
zakladowych. No. 30, August 13-16, p. 305. Conference on Security and Coopera– J. DeNardis (R).
See also "Minorities Demand Recognition,"
Florida: Dante B. Fascell (D), Wil–
The Times Higher Education Supplement, tion in Europe. We strongly support the liam Lehman (D), Claude Pepper (D).
provisions of this act, and we pledge
September 25.
Minnesota: Bill Frenzel(R), James L.
5. "List Rady Starszych Cyganow do that our government will continue to Oberstar (D), Bruce F. vento (D).
Premiers Rakowskiego," Biuletyn pism abide by them. We are distressed,
(Continued on page 11)
zwiazkowych і zakladowych. No. 37, Sep– however, by your government's appa–
tember 4-16.
6. On the Ukrainians, see "Watki ukrain–
skie w naszej swiadomosci," Plomienie,
March 15, Maciej Kozlowski, "Lemkowie,"
Tygodnik Solidarnosc, No. 20, August 14
Wlodzimierz Mokry, "Panachyda Bieszc–
zadzka," Tygodnik Powszechny, August 23;
and Tadeusz Chrzanowski, "Poblask lun,"
FOUNDED 1933
Tygodnik Powszechny, September 20. The
question of the Byelorussian minority is
discussed in Sokrat Janowicz, "Nasi Bialo–
Ukrainian weekly newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association inc.,
rusini," Gazeta Wspolczesna, April 3-5;
fraternal non-profit association, at 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City NJ 07302
Stanislaw Aleksandrowicz, "Nasze'tradycje
(The Ukrainian Weekly - USPS 570-870)
і nasi Bialorusini," Gazeta Wspolczesna,
July 2 and July 3-5; and Leslaw Sadowski,
The Weekly and Svoboda:
" 'Swoi' і 'obey'," Gazeta Wspolczesna, July
UNA:
18-19. On the Jews, see Daniel Passent, "Sa
(201) 434-0237, 434-0807
(201) 451-2200
wsrod nas," Kultura, February 22, and
(212) 227-4125
(212) 227-5250
Anna Tatarkiewicz, "Slowa і dzialania."
Yearly subscription rate: J8, UNA members - 55.
Kultura, March 15. For a general discussion
of the national question in contemporary
Postmaster, send address changes to:
Poland, see Jerzy Tomaszewski, "Rzeczpos–
Editor: Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
polita nie tylko Polakow," Tygodnik Soli–
P.O. Box 346
Assistant editors: lka Koznarska Casanova
darnosc. No. 11, June 12, and idem, "W
Jersey City. NJ. 07303
George Bohdan Zarycky
sprawie 'nacji narodowych.' " Polityka.
September' 5.
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Nobel laureate recalls
being saved by Ukrainians

(Continued from page 1)

by Dr. Walter Dushnyck

Seen above during the reception are (from left): Reps. William Gray, Benjamin
Gilman, James Nelligan, Brian Donnelly, Charles Dougherty and John Conyers.
imprisonment. Rep. Dougherty called
their treatment "unbelievable" and
"indicative of the Soviet attitude toward
the Helsinki Accords."
The congressman also included in the
record a list of the 37 Helsinki monitors
and their current status. Twenty-three
are imprisoned, four are in internal
exile, one committed suicide, six were
forced to emigrate and three are cur–
rently free.
Six other congressmen took the floor
to pay tribute to the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group.
Rep. Brian J. Donnelly (D-Mass.),
also a member of the Ad Hoc Commit–
tee on the Baltics and Ukraine, pro–
mised to work for the release of Ukrai–
nian political prisoners and admonish–
ed the Soviets for violating the terms of
the Helsinki Accords.
"Today's special order is one sign that
the Soviet effort to keep the voices of
dissent quiet is a failure," said the
congressman. "The Soviets should
realize that they will never be able to
silence the voices of freedom no matter
how hard they try, and in that effort
they are condemned to defeat."
Pennsylvania Congressman Don
Bailey commended the bravery and
idealism of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Gioup, adding that the emergence of
the group "reaffirmed to the Soviets and
our Western nations that the Ukrainian
people's movement for national and
human rights is very much alive."
The Democratic congressman went
on to praise the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group's adherence to the letter and
spirit of Soviet law, for it "has demon–
strated imperialist Russia's wanton
disregard for its own laws and for the
international agreements it has signed."
Calling the formation of the Ukrai–
nian group "a brave act," Rep. James L.
Nelligan praised the Ukrainian nation
for struggling to survive long years of
Russian oppression.
"1 believe a major factor in the
ongoing battle for human rights in
Ukraine is the spirit of the Ukrainian
people themselves," said the Pennsylva–
nia Republican.
He called on the U.S. government to
support the national aspirations of
Ukrainians as a "consistent element of
American foreign policy."
in his remarks, Rep. John Conyers
(D-Mich.) noted that he had been
visited by members of the External
Representation of the Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group, which includes Gen.
Grigorenko and–Dr. Strokata, and "was
quite frankly taken aback by what they
told me of the suffering, of the treat–
ment that their relatives and families

1

and friends have been afforded, and the
years of struggle that this special order
signifies."
Although Rep. Conyers pledged to
work in Congress to assist what he
called "these very courageous people,"
he indicated that he was not in favor of
linking Soviet human-rights behavior
to any future disarmament talks.
in his brief comment, Rep. Mervyn
M. Dymally (D-Calif.) referred to his
previous statements about the Ukrai–
nian situation, which were placed in the
Congressional Record, while Rep.
Henry Gonzalez (D-Tex.) rose to praise
his colleagues for the special order. "1
just felt the least 1 could do would be to
offer my name to add to the roster," he
said.
While the day's session was in pro–
gress some 300 guests, congressmen and
government representatives attended a
reception hosted by the Ad Hoc Com–
mittee on the Baltic States and Ukraine
and the Ukrainian Human Rights
Committee.
Among the congressmen present
were Don Ritter (R-Pa.), William H.
Gray Hi (D-Pa.), Millicent Fenwick (R–
N.J.), Harold C. Hollenbeck (R-N.J.),
Bernard Dwyer (D-N.J.), Edward J.
Derwinski (R-Hl.), Eugene v. Atkinson
(D-Pa.), Lawrence Coughlin (R-Pa.),
Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.), Joseph F.
Smith (D-Pa.), Thomas M. Foglietta
(D-Pa.) as well as Reps. Nelligan and
Conyers, who arrived after making their
statements in the House.
Arriving after the conclusion of the
Special Order were Reps. Dougherty
and Donnelly. Also in attendance were
representatives from the offices of
Pennsylvania Sens. John Heinz (R) and
Specter.
Also at the reception were Ulana
(Continued on page 11)

NEW YORK - On October 20
The New York Times reported that
Dr. Roald Hoffmann of Cornell
University was one of two American
scientists to receive this year's Nobel
Prize in chemistry. His co-recipient
was Prof. Robert B. Woodward, who
taught at Harvard University until
his death two years ago.
Dr. Hoffmann collaborated with
Dr. Woodward to produce the socalled Woodward-Hoffmann rules of
orbital symmetry in 1965, which
allow chemists to predict the feasibi–
lityand results of many experiments.
The same news report in The
Times referred briefly to Prof. Hoff–
mann being born on July 18,1937, in
"Zloczow, Poland," and his immi–
gration to the United States in 1948
at the age of 11.
Dr. Hoffman's background was
extensively described in a Polishlanguage weekly, Przeglad Polski
(Polish Review), in its edition for
October 28-November 3. The interview was conducted by the review's
representative, Bozena Sawa.
Dr. Hoffman explained that his
given name, Roald, is of Norwegian
origin, and was given him by his
mother in honor of Roald Amund–
sen, the Norwegian discoverer of the
North Pole.
in his account. Dr. Hoffman says
that he was born in Zolochiv, (or
Zloczow in Polish transliteration). "1
was born in this 20,000-population
town in Galicia, midway between
Lwow (Lviv) and Tarnopol. i„was
born in 1937, that is, before the war,
which is not without importance, in
this town lived Poles, Ukrainians and
Jews. My father was an engineer,
while mother, born in Austria-Hun–
gary prior to World War 1, was a
teacher."
in describing the war. Dr. Hoff–
mann said:
"For the Jewish community in
Poland the real war tragedy began in
1939-1941, depending on what terri–
tory one was compelled to live —
under the German occupation or on
the territory occupied by the Soviet
Union. We lived on the territory
taken by the Russians until 1941. My
history is typical for the Jewish
community. At first we were in a
ghetto, then in a camp outside Zlo–
czow. it was not an extermination
camp like in Auschwitz.
"At the beginning of 1943, my
father succeeded in liberating me and
my mother. We -were hidden un–
til the end of the war by

a Ukrainian
teacher in the
masked attic of his house. For 15
months the only light which we could
see from our hideout was through an
aperture made in the wall by remov–
ing a brick. І was then 5 years old.
"My father remained in the camp.
He was connected with a resistance
movement and tried to organize an
escape, but the plan was uncovered
and he was executed, in June 1944 we
were liberated. Almost my entire
family was destroyed during the war,
with the exception of me and my
mother, and three relatives ."(italics
added - W.D.).
Subsequently, the future Nobel
laureate left with his mother to
Peremyshl, and in 1945 to Cracow,
where he began his schooling. His
mother married a man by the name
of Hoffmann, who adopted him. At
the beginning of 1946, the family
went to Czechoslovakia, then Aus–
tria and eventually to West Ger–
many, from where in 1948 they
emigrated to the United States. Dr.
Hoffmann said that of the languages
which he knew well — namely Polish, Yiddish, Hebrew and Ukrai–
nian - he added the German lan–
guage.
The other part of the interview
deals with Dr. Hoffman's studies at
Columbia and Harvard universities.
He married a Swedish girl, Eva
Borjesson. They have two children,
Hillel Jan and ingrid Helena, and
they live in lthaca, N.Y.
Dr. Hoffman's story is extremely
important for Ukrainians at this time
— and in the future — because this
celebrity, admits freely that he was
sheltered and saved by a Ukrainian
teacher from extermination by the
Nazis. There are hundreds of similar
stories, but few, if any, get coverage
in the American press. On the conгагу, Ukrainians are condemned and
denounced indiscriminately, even
though Ukrainians en masse were
persecuted, brutalized and slaughter–
ed by both the Nazis and the Bolshe–
viks.
Although the interview in the
Polish weekly covers two pages, the
story of Dr. Hoffman's salvation
thanks to a Ukrainian teacher encompasses only a few lines, for
evidently the interviewer did not
deem it important enough to dwell
on more extensively. But, for Ukrai–
nians, this is new evidence in the
unappreciated Ukrainian contention
that Ukrainians did shelter Jews
from Nazi extermination, and many
of them paid for their bravery and
compassion with their lives.

Soviet free-trade union praises Solidarity
NEW YORK - A recent informa–
tion bulletin from the Free lnterpro–
fessional Association of Workers
(SMOT), an unofficial, independent
free trade union in the Soviet Union
first established in 1978, has revealed
the existence of the Russian Committee
to Aid Polish Workers (RKPPR),
which recently issued a proclamation
supporting Poland's Solidarity free
trade union, reported Freedom Appeals.
Although nothing is known about the
- members of the committee, the text of
the proclamation appeared in SMOTs
information Bulletin No. 13, which was
obtained and translated by Radio Free

Europe^ Radio Liberty.
Asserting that Solidarity reflects "the
true aspirations of the Polish workers,"
the Russian committee told its "Polish
friends" that it would exert its efforts
towards obtaining "wide support for
your movement in the USSR, and hope
that the Russian working class, true to
its militant traditions, and inspired by
your example, will raise the tightly
clenched fist of proletarian unity."
The proclamation went on to say that
the committee hoped that developments
in Poland would "give a powerful
impetus to the 'socialist'countries'
struggle for democracy."

Although little information is avai–
lable about the Russian Committee to
Aid Polish Workers, the activities of
SMOT are better known.
Formed in Moscow on October 28,
1978, the organization was the successor
to the Association of Free Trade Unions,
which was formed in 1977 and was
finally broken up by Soviet authorities
in 1979.
Although many SMOT members
have been arrested jailed in labor camps
and psychiatric hospitals or exiled to
the West, the organization has managed
to survive.
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delivers lecture

on the Holocaust and the Slavs
PITTSBURGH - АЬОШ гоо people
heard Bohdan Wytwycky lecture on
"The Specter of the Nazi Holocaust and
its impact on intergroup Relations"
here at the University of Pittsburgh on
November 10 during the second annual
Slavic Peoples Lecture, reported the
Pittsburgh Press.
Dr. Wytwycky, whose 96-page mo–
nograph, "The Other Holocaust,"deals
primarily with the non-Jewish victims
of Hitler's genocidal policies, said the
lecture itself was held to clear the air of
the "poisonous atmosphere"character–
izing relations between Slavs and Jews
before, during and since the war in
Eastern Europe.
"There is reason to suspect that, had
the Nazis won the war, the plight of the
Slavs would have paralled that of the
Jews," Dr. Wytwycky said while adding
up the victims of the Holocaust, esti–
mated as 6 million Jews and 9 million
non-Jews.
According to Dr. Wytwycky's esti–
mates, 2.5 million Poles, 1.4 Byelorus–
sians, 3 million Ukrainians, 250,000 to
400,000 Gypsies, 2.8 million slave
laborers and 2.5 to 3 million prisoners
of war, many of them Poles or Ukrai–
nians, were murdered by the Nazis.
This "other Holocaust," as Dr. Wy–
twycky calls it, has largely been ignored
in popular and scholarly accounts. The

idea persists, he added, that Slavs were
not victims of the Holocaust, but
victimizers and Nazi collaborators.
According to the Press, Dr. Wytwy–
cky singled out the NBC-Tv mini-series
"Holocaust" for implying the actual
Holocaust had "barely any noticeable
impact upon the Slavs at all."
He said the series generally portrayed
Slavs as sadistic anti-Semites. A dozen
references to Ukrainians, Dr. Wytwy–
cky said, never suggested that they, too,
were Holocaust victims.
Dr. Wytwycky called the mini-series
a "repository of a whole complex of
beliefs held by a segment of the Jewish
community about the role of the Slavs."
He pointed to the "first-rate" Holocaust
scholars like Lucy Dawidowicz and
Raul Hilberg, whose studies, he said,
are marred by a disregard for the Slavs.
The sponsors of the lecture series
were the Office of Urban and Commu–
nity Services, Russian and East Euro–
pean Studies Program, the Pennsylva–
nia Ethnic Heritage Studies Center,
and the Department of Slavic Lan–
guages and Literatures of the University
of Pittsburgh, as well.as the Central
Council of Polish Organizations, the
Holocaust Research Center of Greater
Pittsburgh and the American Jewish
Committee.
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Former dissident discusses human rights
Mr. Borovsky's visit received wide
attention from the local media. He was
interviewed by a reporter and the editor
of the editorial page of the Democrat
and Chronicle newspaper. He appeared
on a popular local T v talk show,
"Morning Break," during which he
answered phoned-in questions. He also
had a half-hour interview on a local
radio program.
Mr. Borovsky was the most highly
publicized of the dissidents who visited
the Rochester area. His appearances
could have made a greater and longer
lasting impact if his book "Posilunok
Satany" ( The Kiss of Satan ) had been
available to the American public in the
English language. There were numerous
requests for his book, and some stu–
dents bought the Ukrainian version just
to get the author's autograph.
Mr. Borovsky now works for Radio
Liberty and tours the country as a
lecturer under the auspices of the
Freedom Foundation headquartered
in Texas. He is in a unique position to
reach many college students.

by valentine Makohon
ROCHESTER, NY. - victor Bo–
rovsky, the youngest and least-known
Ukrainian dissident, during a three day
visit to Rochester, N.Y., proved to be a
highly effective spokesman for the cause
of human rights in Ukraine.
Besides meeting with the local Ukrai–
nian community at St. Mary's
Ukrainian Orthodox Church hall on
Sunday, November 1, Mr. Borovsky
made two appearances before students
and the general public at the University
of Rochester on Monday, November 2,
and at St. John Fisher College on
Tuesday, November 3.
Speaking good English, with only
occasional assistance from an interpre–
ter, Mr. Borovsky related his personal
experiences in the psychiatric hospital
to which, he was forcibly committed
after mentioning Solzhenitsyn's book
"The Gulag Archipelago" at a school
seminar on communism.
The speaker's youth and candid
humorous style captivated audiences,
who barraged him with a multitude of
interesting and pertinent questions even
after the official sessions were over.
Besides informing the listeners about
the abuse of psychiatry as a convenient
tool for dealing with the dissidents, Mr.
Borovsky told them about the general
living conditions under the Soviet sy–
stem, a system in which the Soviet citi–
zens have ceased to believe long ago.

His appearances in the Rochester
area were coordinated by the Rochester
chapter of Americans for Human Rights
in Ukraine. Dr. Roman Tratch, chairman of the committee and a professor of
psychology at St. John Fisher College,
accompanied Mr. Borovsky at all his
appearances and took part in the
various interviews.
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Committee hopes to overcome St. George schools' enrollment and fiscal
fisi ills
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Declining
enrollment, the need for greater publi–
city and the importance of a Ukrainian
education were just some of the topics
discussed during an informal meeting of
representatives from the Community
School Committee of St. George School
and Academy and members of the UNA
Executive Committee held here at the
UNA main office on October 27.
Representing St. George's committee
were Lubomyr Zielyk, chairman; vaka
Bachinsky and Dr. Bohdan Kekish, vice
chairmen; Tymish Shewchuk; social
director; and Kornel Wasylyk and iryna
Kurowycky, members.
Also present from the committee
were Roman Huhlewych, head of St.
George's building committees the Rev.
Sebastian Shewchuk, St. George's
pastor and school administrator; and
Sister Monica, principal of St. George
Academy.
The committee, which includes mem–
bers of St. George's PTA and represen–
tatives of Ukrainian youth organiza–
tions, outlined its goals that were
adopted on October 14. Among the

goals is to ensure that the academic
standards at St. George's schools remain high, to publicize the schools to
increase enrollment so that Ukrainian
youth may take advantage of a Ukrai–
nian education, and to solicit funds in
order to attract the highest caliber of
staff as well as to meet the schools' other
needs.
The committee also revealed plans to
organize St. George's alumni to help
promote the value of the schools'
education and the importance of con–
tinuing the Ukrainian schools.
The group also plans a banquet on
December 6 to commemorate the 40th
anniversary of the founding of St.
George's school and the 10th anniver–
sary of the first graduation at St.
George's Academy.
Mr. Zielyk also stated that there are
only 98 students at St. George's gram–
mer school and 108 at the academy.
Ninety-nine percent, he said, are Ukrai–
nian. The school building can hold
1,000 students, he noted.
The chairman also said that 95

Mark Republic of China anniversary

At the 70th anniversary reception commemorating the founding of the Republic of
China belli at the Sheraton Center, New York City, on October 10, are (left to
right): Dr. Walter and Mary Dushnyck; K. C. Dunn, director of the Coordinating
Council for North American Affairs Office in New York of the Taiwan
government, and Mrs. Dunn; Mr. T. D. Wu, deputy director, and Mrs. Wu.
Present also were Dr. Yalentyna Kalynyk and Dr. Wolodymyr Mykula.

percent of academy graduates go on to
college, and usually do quite well. He
added that many non-Ukrainians have
shown interest in St. George's schools,
but they are not accepted for admission
because administrators want to sustain
the school's Ukrainian identity for
succeeding generations and the future
of the Ukrainian community.
Mr. Zielyk declared that the school is
equipped with lab facilities, computers
and other modern teaching equipment
and he urged that parents send their
children to these two unique Ukrainian
schools.
One advantage of his committee, M r.
Zielyk went on, is that it has representa–
' tives of Ukrainian youth organizations.
Ms. Kurowycky represents Plast, while
Mr. Wasylyk is a SUM-A leader. The
two, he said, are working to increase
interest in St. George's school, adding
that the committee is seeking to enlist
other Ukrainian organizations into its
ranks.
"The problems of these schools," Mr.
Zielyk said, "is the responsibility of the
entire Ukrianian community."
in his presentation, Mr. Huhlewych
noted that due to the genorosity of St.
George's parishioners, 54 million were
raised for the church building fund and,
he continued, the same kind of genero–
sity should be exhibited by the commu–
nity in assisting the two schools.
Mr. Huhlewych attributed much of
the schools' ills to the fact that many
Ukrainians have moved out of New
York City, where 75 percent of all
Ukrainian immigrants first landed, to
outlying areas, and transportation
concerns may make parents reluctant to
enroll their children at the two schools.
He added that slumping enrollment
of St. George's schools could also stem
from what he called an "inferiority
complex" among many Ukrainians,
who automatically assume that nonUkrainian schools are somehow better.
But it should be remembered, headded,
that St. George's Academy offers 18
college-level courses recognized by

several leading universities.
Sister Monica also noted the irony in
the fact that several universities, includ–
ing the prestigious Cooper Union, have
shown interest in St. George's Academy
and its excellent educational standards,
while Ukrainians themselves seem un–
aware of the school's reputation. She
attributed this to an inferiority complex
afflicting many Ukrainians.
Dr. Kekish said that, unfortunately,
all Ukrainian Catholic parish schools
are suffering a loss of students, some
even greater than the two in New York.
He reiterated the academy's good
reputation in New York's educational
system, adding that the school also
offers an independent studies program.
in her talk, Ms. Bachinsky cited the
problem of transportation, particularly
in regard to grammer school students.
But she stressed the school's emphasis
on discipline, Ukrainian religious in–
struction and the Ukrainian language.
Both Ukrainian Catholics and Ortho–
dox attend the schools.
The Rev. Shewchuk discussed the
financial difficulties caused by such
expenses as building maintenance,
teachers' salaries, security — in all some
520,000 a month.
Mr. Zielyk mentioned the UNA's
practice of offerings yearly scholarship
to a student at St. George's Academy
and other similar institutions.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
UNA Supreme President John Flissaid
he was grateful that the committee, like
other organizations, had approached
the UNA for consultation and help with
its problems. He added that the fate of
St. George's schools should be of
concern to all Ukrainians, not just those
in New York.
Dr. Flis promised that the UNA will
offer financial assistance and that the
Svoboda Press will help publicize the
schools' needs.
"The people will definitely respond,"
Mr. Flis told committee representatives
"and, from our side, we will offer you
assistance."
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Eulogies

UNA district
Activist John Panchuk: "a pillar in our midst' committees meet
by Stephen M. Wicbar Sr.

Life Convention in Michigan, president
of the Life Association of Michigan,
On behalf of the Ukrainian Graduates сЬаіт-”чп of the Michigan insurance
of Detroit and Windsor.
industry Advisory Committee, chairman on the recodification of the Michi–
Longfellow once wrote that "When a gan insurance Code, and held many
great man dies, the Light he leaves other posts that are too numerous to
behind him lies upon the path of Man." mention.
John Panchuk was such a man —an
After a private law practice in De–
accomplished and successful counselor troit, Mr. Panchuk started as an assis–
at law, but also a zealous and ardent tant general counsel for the Federal Life
supporter of Ukrainian causes. І don't and Casualty Company in Battle Creek,
know of any single person of the first or Mich., and quickly rose to the rank of
second generation who became so vice-president and general counsel.
totally committed in the process of After moving to Battle Creek with his
shaping the world of Ukraine in Ameri– company, Mr. Panchuk augmented his
ca's diaspora. Mr. Panchuk fostered professional interests by becoming a
attitudes among us which continue general counsel for the Wolverine
substantially to direct our lives and set insurance Company.
into motion forces that influenced the
Mr. Panchuk was also a longtime
total fabric of the Ukrainian commu– member of the Ukrainian National
nity.
Association and delegate to many of its
І cannot portray a complete story of conventions, and he served as legal
this man in a eulogy because the task adviser to the Supreme Executive
would take many hours of research and Committee in matters concerning the
then there would be much left unsaid, it UNA's by-laws.
Mr. Panchuk was first and
is important, however, to provide an
introduction to the vast and rich diver– above all, a scrupulously im–
sity that Mr. Panchuk applied as he bued Ukrainian, giving his scholarly
promoted the growth and development talents religiously to advance what he
considered was a noble heritage. Unlike
of Ukrainian identification.
Professionally, Mr. Panchuk a law– many of our learned Ukrainians, Mr.
yer, was recognized as a national autho– Panchuk possessed a masterful fluency
rity on insurance laws. While living in in both languages Ukrainian and En–
Detroit, Mr. Panchuk became one of glish. As a literary scholar, he has
the original founders of the widely translated short stories and poems by
known Detroit Community Chest. He Franko, Rudish and Shevchenko so as
served as a member of the Detroit to familiarize the English-speaking
Planning Commission and the Gover– world with the achievements of Ukrai–
nor's Commission of Displaced Persons nian literature. He was a prolific writer
and Refugees and as assistant attorney and had just completed publishing a
550-page book titled "Bukovyna." His
general in the state of Michigan.
He was also the United Ukrainian "Documentary Miscellany" from his
American Relief Committee's represen– personal archives highlights the rebirth
tative in Geneva, headed various com– and reorganization of the Ukrainian
mittees of the American Bar Associa– Congress Committee of America in
1943.
tion, was legislative member of the
Always in a leadership role, Mr.
Health insurance Association of Ame–
Panchuk initiated and organized many
rica, vice-president of the American

Ukrainian endeavors. He was one of the
founders of the prominent Ukrainian
Youth League of North America and
had just assembled many documents to
write its history. He was instrumental in
the establishment of the United Ukrai–
nian American Relief Committee which
aided the emigration of displaced
persons after World War H, secured
licensing revisions in Michigan so that
emigre doctors and dentists could
practice without repeating formal aca–
demia, founded and fostered the Ukrai–
nian-American Federation of Michi–
gan, was the key liaison person in
directing the collective emigration of
the Tares Shevchenko Ukrainian Ban–
durists Chorus, and started the Scholarship Fund of Ukrainian Alumni and
Students at the University of Michigan.
The summit of his achievements in
Ukrainian affairs was his work with the
late Stephen Shumeyko, for the rebirth
and reorganization of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America in
1943-44. Even in his retirement, Mr.
Panchuk continued to search for infor–
mation about Ukrainian people here
and abroad. He continued to research
his roots and family heritage in the
libraries of Ukraine. His capacity to
learn was phenomenal.
Mr. Panchuk was selected as the
Ukrainian of the Year in 1957 by his
peers, members of the Ukrainian Gra–
duates of Detroit and Windsor. During
his last days, he was notified that the
University of Michigan will be award–
ing John Panchuk scholarships.
A rewarding life. Yes, indeed. John
Panchuk's death will weaken the Ukrai–
nian pulse. Our words will be too
inadequate to express our feeling about
this man who was such a pillar in our
midst. For Mr. Panchuk, the play is
done and the curtain has fallen... he will
be out of our sight, but not out of heart
or mind.

John Panchuk: "Let the earth be soft as dawn to him"
by Prof. Assya Humesky
On behalf of the Ukrainian commu–
nity of Ann Arbor.
On Friday, November 6, the sad news
reached us here in Ann Arbor about the
death of John Panchuk, the well-known
Ukrainian civic leader and a wonderful
person. He had an extraordinary will
power and endurance and for a long
time courageously fought the incurable
disease while all the time continuing his
concerns for others.
Literally, until the very end of his life,
John Panchuk concerned himself with
the development of Ukrainian studies at
the University of Michigan, turning to
his many friends with requests for help
in this cause which was so dear to his
heart, making phone calls, writing
letters with his already shaking hand.
While waiting for the inescapable
parting with the earthly existence, filled
with physical pain, Mr. Panchuk never
complained, he even found strength to
make jokes and comfort others.
Calmly, like a good hospodar and a
lawyer, he took care of his property,
provided for his beloved wife and his
children, bequested his valuable Shev–
chenkiana collection to the Harvard
Ukrainian institute, and did not forget
his alma mater. University of Michigan,
which recently established a Ukrainian
student fund bearing his name.
Much has been written about the
tireless activities of this talented man
and much will still be written. Today we

would like to speak of him as a person
with a sincere and generous heart, the
son of a Ukrainian farmer and his wife
who taught their Johnny to love every–
thing Ukrainian.
While still a little boy he heard from
his mother about Taras Shevchenko. in
that part of Canada where John was
growing up, his mother was perhaps the
only literate person among the Ukrai–
nian settlers, and she used to read the
"Kobzar" to the neighbors who would
gather at her house in the evenings to
hear the moving verses of Taras. That
was the best school for the little boy; it
made him a true Ukrainian.
Mr. Panchuk spoke very good Ukrai–
nian without having ever attended a
school of "ukrainoznavstvo." He knew
and loved Ukrainian literature and
history, he traveled to Ukraine to visit
the village and the relatives of his
parents and to get the smell of the native
soil. His love for the Ukrainian people
Mr. Panchuk expressed in action, by
instilling the desire to learn about
Ukraine among the young people.
He knew how to find the way to a
human heart with his openness, his
genuine concern and understanding.
During one of his trips to Kiev, he met a
young Ukrainian poetess, who lived
with her aged mother in rather difficult
circumstances. This meeting led to a
touching friendship. They correspond–
ed, and John in his letters let Lesia feel
his fatherly concern to which she
responded with a thankful heart.

Our entire Ukrainian hromada in
Ann Arbor held this remarkable man in
high esteem, in the few years of our
close cooperation with him as the head
of the U of M Ukrainian Alumni and
Students' Association we have come to
admire his ability to conduct meetings
in a businesslike and truly democratic
American way. We have learned to
respect his practical thought and his
administrative gift, his farsightedness,
objectivity and dedication to the Ukrai–
nian cause.
We painfully feel the loss of our dear
friend. As the Ukrainians say, "Let the
earth be soft as dawn to him!"
At the request of the family and in
accordance with the wishes of the
deceased, all commemorative
gifts
should be forwarded to the John Pan–
chuk Ukrainian Student Fund at the
University of Michigan (clo Slavic
Department, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48109).

New York
NEW YORK - The New York UNA
District Committee's organizing meet–
ing was held at the Ukrainian National
Home here on October 22 with 22
branch officers, delegates and members
present, along with several supreme
officers.
Chairman Mykola Chomanczuk,
who is also a UNA supreme advisor,
welcomed the assemblage, including
UNA President Jchn Flis; vice Presi–
dent Mary Dushnyck; Supreme Organi–
zer Wasyl Orichowsky; Joseph Le–
sawyer, past supreme president and
now honorary UNA member; Maria
Chuchman, former UNA advisor and
now honorary member of the Supreme
Assembly, John Wynnyk, former su–
preme auditor; and Wolodymyr
Lewenetz, a Svoboda editor.
The chairman then called for a
moment of silence to honor the late
Michael Saldan, a vice chairman of the
district committee.
During the meeting Michael Juzeniw,
district secretary, took the minutes.
The first speaker, Mr. Orichowsky,
reviewed the achievement of the New
York District's branches, which brought
in 34 new members and had reached
about one-third of the annual quota.
The two leading branches were the new
UNA Branch 60, which had 16 mem–
(Contlnued on page 16)

Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS - Some зо UNA
members attended a meeting called by
the Twin Cities UNA District Com–
mittee here on Friday evening, Novem–
ber 13. The meeting was chaired by
Mykola Denysiuk, who welcomed the
two featured speakers, Supreme Direc–
tor for Canada Sen. Paul Yuzyk and
UNA Supreme vice-President Myron
B. Kuropas.
The two members of the UNA Su–
preme Executive Committee divided
their remarks into "good news" and
"bad news."
The good news was presented by Sen.
Yuzyk, who discussed the recent deci–
sions of the UNA and Ukrainian Fra–
ternal Association to seriously consider
uniting the two Ukrainian fraternal
organizations in the near future.
"Such a merger would have a very
positive effect on our entire Ukrainian
community," stated Sen. Yuzyk, "and
would enable Ukrainian in North Ame–
rica to better coordinate their social,
cultural and political activities."
Continuing in the "good news" vein,
Sen. Yuzyk also presented a status
report on the feasibility of a senior
citizens' complex at Soyuzivka.
"it began as a dream of our UNA
elderly, that segment of our organiza–
tion which has contributed the most to
our progress," declared the senator,
"but it now appears that the dream will
(Continued on pafe 16)

Chicago UNA committee sponsors lectures
CH1CAGO - The Chicago UNA
District Committee will sponsor a
special program dedicated to the
history of Chicago Ukrainians to be
held here at the St. Nicholas Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church auditorium on
Sunday, December 13, at 1 p.m.
Featured will be two lectures: the
first on "The Contributions of Ukrai–
nians to the Development of Chica–
go" by Melvin G. Holli, co-editor of

the recently published book "Ethnic
Chicago" and the second on "The
Beginnings of Ukrainian Chicago,"
by Dr. Myron B. Kuropas, UNA
supreme vice president.
The program will also include a
wine-and-cheese reception and a
performance by actress Eveline Be–
luc, formerly of the Chernivtsi thea–
tre in Ukraine.
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There is much truth to the old adage that it is wise to bargain from a position of strength (read
advantage), it also helps to play on an opponent's weaknesses, to offer som-'bin" the oth^r side
desperately needs in exchange for certain concessions — the carrot-on-a-stick approach.
With this in mind, let us look at the Reagan administration's launching of the much-ballyhooed
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) initiative. Essentially, what President Ronald Reagan
proposed in his first major foreign-policy offering is the so-called "zero option"– NATO would not
deploy new Pershing-2 or cruisemissilesin Western Europe if the Soviets would agree to remove their
SS series of missiles out of range of Western Europe (or scrap them completely), quid pro quo.
The scheme has already been labelled a propaganda ploy by the Soviet news agency TASS. So
what type of heavy-duty leverage does the administration have to pressure the crabby Soviets to even
consider the plan? Although the Soviets are well-heeled in terms of arms strength, they also have an
obvious Achilles heel; their economy is a mess. But an earlier Reagan administration diplomatic
blunder has taken an important economic trump card out of the hands of American negotiators and
has emasculated any possible attempts at linkage.
Remember the grain embargo? While in effect during the Carter administration, the boycott put
the squeeze on an already hapless Soviet agricultural economy. According to such leading journals
as The Economist, the impact was by no means insignificant.
During last year's presidential campaign, candidate Reagan, in an obvious pitch to the farm vote,
promised to lift the embargo, calling it an unfair burden on American farmers.
Well, he made good on his promise in the spring over the protests of several politicians and
economists, it was a tactical mistake, for in so doing, he wasted the powerful grain weapon for
possible use in future crucial negotiating situations like the START initiative.
Moreover, the Soviets are now greedily buying American grain at record levels. They will have to
spend something like S6 billion, much of it in hard currency, to buy grain next year as a result of a
worsening chronic problem with agriculture. Much of the money will go into U.S. coffers.
The point is that the Soviet leaders are faced with a serious economic crisis that could, in the long
run,have internal political ramifications. During a recent meeting of the Supreme Soviet in Moscow,
the Kremlin's chief planning minister rattled off the baleful litany of woes. Production of coal, iron
and steel, in addition to food, is well below targets.
The Communist Party paper Pravda has been clamoring about needed belt-tightening measures
by an already hard-pressed Soviet people.
Of course, if President Reagan chose to keep the grain embargo in effect instead of opting to play
the white knight, the Soviet economic picture would be even grimmer. Then, he could have offered
the Soviets grain for guns, linking future grain sales to the Kremlin's willingness to roll back their
missiles from Europe or remove them entirely. With their bellies full of American wheat, what
tangible incentives can the government give the Soviets to make such a move other than the rather
tepid offer not to deploymissilesthat queasy Western Europeans may not want on their soil anyway.
So, in effect, by lifting the grain embargo before the START initiative, President Reagan
effectively removed a precious diplomatic carrot from the stick.
All may not be lost, however. Despite the massive influx of Yankee wheat, the Soviet economy is,
as mentioned, in dire straits - Soviet Party boss Leonid Brezhnev is currently in Bonn wheeling and
dealing with West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. West Germany is the Soviet Union's biggest
trading partner and Mr. Brezhnev is known to be hungry for advanced German technology. Mr.
Schmidt's initial reaction to the Reagan arms reduction proposal was favorable. Concerned about
the deployment of nuclear arms in Europe and the growing anti-nuclear sentiment in his country,
Mr. Schmidt would be wise to suggest to Mr. Brezhnev that any new economic assistance or trade to
the Soviet Union would be contingent on the Soviets' willingness to give Mr. Reagan's proposal a
serious hearing.
Finally, Western negotiators should be prepared to exploit the Kremlin's economic troubles by
indicating that some of those problems could be eased if the Soviets were more conciliatory on arms
reduction. Clearly, the grain embargo was a blown opportunity. But fortunately,despite Mr.
Reagan's goof, there are other economic weapons (bank loans, technology, etc.) the West can wield
to squeeze the Soviets, and it's about time they are used.

Letter to the editor

On making Ukrainian culture more visible
Dear Editor:
There are two related topics that 1 would like to add
to the ongoing discussion concerning Ukrainian
architecture. One, concerning several participants
who have expressed their conviction that only a Ukrai–
nian architect is capable of designing a true Ukrainian
church, for he alone understands our spirit. Such selfserving opinion coming from Ukrainian professionals
smacks of chauvinism and indicates a hefty dose of
inferiority and also insecurity as to the power and
universality of the Ukrainian culture, it also does not
help to explain why so many recently built Ukrainian
churches, including the latest project in Washington,
present such a sorry state of the art.
The history of Ukrainian architecture is replete with
names such as Barbon, Beretti, Cameron, Divitte,
Merderer-Meretini, Shedel, Quarenghi, to cite a few
- a l l are architects with foreign names who enriched
Ukrainian culture. Had the Ukrainians in New York
City, for example, invited a Marcel Breuer to design St.
George Ukrainian Catholic Church in New York they
would be today proud possessors of a 20th century
masterpiece, one illustrated in all books on art and
architecture, a Ukrainian monument of international
significance of which there are very few. instead, a non–
descript edifice has been built that looks as if it has
been pulled out of a Byzantine Sweets Catalogue.
The often cited Frank Lloyd Wright's Greek
Orthodox Church in Milwaukee is certainly a famous
architectural monument as is the small Russian
Orthodox church in Chicago designed by Louis
Sullivan, teacher of Wright who never traveled east of'
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Paris, but managed to build a beautiful architectural
gem full of understanding of a foreign culture.
This argument should not be understood as
apologia for using foreign architects to build Ukrai–
nian churches, but rather as a search for a more
rational approach to an essential problem — how to
make Ukrainian culture a little more visible in today's
world.

On the state of
Ukrainian church art
and architecture
CONCLUSION
This is the conclusion of a series of interviews with
Ukrainian architects, artists and clergy on the state of
contemporary Ukrainian church art and architecture
in the diaspora.
With this series, The Weekly sought to create a
forum for the expression of diverse views and to allow
the participants, in a spirit of critical examination and
rethinking, to appraise the state of contemporary
Ukrainian church art and architecture as one manifes–
tation of the state of our culture.
in focusing on one sector of professional Ukrainian
life — architecture and the arts — the series was
designed to appeal to the Ukrainian community at
large in an effort to expand public understanding of
the points raised, as well as to acquaint the general
readership with various Ukrainian architects and
artists, and their work.
The series was not conceived so much with the aim
of arriving at definite conclusions but rather, to assess
where we stand and to indicate possible directives for
the future.
The press was thus able to serve as a forum for the
free expression of individual and differing views, and
as a medium for treating issues of collective and
community interest.
in order to effect a veritable interchange of ideas,
however, the discussion has to continue both within
the press — in form of responses to the issues raised
(by letters to the editor, taking issue with the topic in
general and with individual participants in particular)
— as well as go beyond the confines of the press.
if one were to look for a common denominator in
the views and concerns expressed by the participants,
it would be the significance of church art and
architecture for our cultural heritage and the need for
the creative reinterpretation of tradition in meeting the
needs of the times. Tensions arose precisely in relation
to the relative weight to be accorded to tradition or
innovation, and it is out of this very tension that
Ukrainian culture has to continue to draw its life force.
Within the general discussion, the participants
offered various suggestions and concrete proposals
which hopefully will be given due consideration.
Going beyond the suggestions already made, it has
been noted that there is lack of relevant up-to-date
publications for Ukrainian architects, designers and
architectural historians, which would report on
individual achievements, discuss problems and issues
and act as a link between all such professionals and
students in the various countries of the world. There is
also a need for the organization of professional
exhibits of Ukrainian architectural and design
projects^and proposals, as well as a need for the
coordination of the infrequent architectural competi–
tion? to ensure their professional conduct.
Finally, The Weekly would like to take this
opportunity to express its gratitude to all the partici–
pants for their willingness to take part in this forum.

"...the icon plays a very
important role in the Eas–
tern rite, ft is part of the
liturgy, not just an em–
bellishment... The icono–
grapher, therefore, has to
adhere to rules which
have come down through
the ages. "

Ht

The Ukrainian famine of the 1930s has become a
footnote lost in the history of the period. There is
something surreal about the fact that in peaceful
Europe approximately one-sixth of the Ukrainian
population died a slow and agonizing death complete–
ly unnoticed by the rest of the world. The idea that
such a monstrous crime has been committed on the
Ukrainian people half a century ago and that no real
effort has yet been made to commemorate that tragic
event indicates a fatalistic and acquiescent attitude on
the part of Ukrainians where outrage should be the
proper response.
The memory of this Ukrainian Auschwitz should be
thrown into the world's face as a permanent reminder
by erecting a fitting monument in a highly visible
location - with the involvement of the whole of the.
Ukrainian overseas community and with all Ukrai–
nian architects and designers participating in an
architectural competion which should be widely
publicized.
Bohdan Gerulak
New York City

"When our people see
that church architecture,
art and music foster their
spiritual aspirations, they
gladly make sacrifices and
offer substantial gifts and
contributions."
Тім Rev. Joseph Denischuk
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On the state of contemporary Ukrainian church art and architecture
em universities, these
extremely important and
highly visible aspects of
our culture — art and
architecture — have been
relegated to a position
beyond the realm of se–
rious investigation. Thus,
that part of our culture
that is most accessible to
the outside world has
Bohdan Gerulak
been left to develop in a
"The study of Ukrainian void, with no past, as it
architectural history a– were. Yet without the
mong overseas Ukrai– supportive system that
nians has been extremely the practice of any art
sporadic, if not totally form requires in order to
neglected. To a large ex- continue as a living or–
tent, the same holds true ganism, namely, valid
for Ukrainian art history. criticism and the related
Unlike Ukrainian history research into its history,
and literature, which re– it is difficult to envisage
ceive serious academic its continued develop–
treatment at the best West- ment."

a broad cultural background. Such a commis–
sion would thus serve as
an additional factor to
ensure that art andarchi–

i, - ш

Julian Jastremsky

"Ukrainians in the dia–
spora are becoming in–
creasingly absorbedwith–
in the general life of the
country. Although they
are linked by birth, here–
dity, culture,
tradition
and history, their liveli–
Ukraine today, we would hood and other normal
undoubtedly try to a– activities are, in many
chieve the same effects as
our forefathers — work–
ing with the materials and
methods of our time.
"Each generation must
give expression to and'
construct its own idea of
a place of worship, and if
; Hewryk
its ideas are true, their
"it has to be stressed that expression will be valid
in the history of Ukrai– for the coming genera–
nian architecture our fore- tions. in the absence of
fathers adopted
new new church building in
movements — Roman– Soviet Ukraine, it would
esque, Gothic, Renais– behoove us to search for
sance and 'Jesuit's' Baro– our expression in the conque. if we were in a free temporary idiom. "
tion of a coherent public
face for the diaspora com–
munity. And because it
has limited numbers and
resources, every new example of the public face
(and 1 have explained
why it is limited to church
architecture) should be
an outstanding example.
Renata Holod
Achieving such discri–
mination is a tall order,
"...dynamic conservation but the community can
and adaptation should be scarcely afford to do otherthe guidelinesfor the crea– wise. "

Hiroslav 0. Nimciv

"The essence of Ukrai–
nian church architecture
was and should continue
to be the fulfillment of the
function of the church,
our rite and our religion.
This function was, is in

does not take himself as a
point of departure and
does not negate the a–
chievements of tradition.
"Our rite has certain
prescribed types ofreligi–
ous compositions which
Л : m ' ді
have come down to us
Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn
through the ages. To recreate them anew is not "One of the major pro–
necessarily to imitate. blems of religious art is
Sviatoslav Hordynsky
The insightful artist has that it seems to preoccupy
"Good work can only be ample opportunity to give veryfew creative contem–
expression
to his indivi–
done by a trained artist,
one who, in addition, dual interpretation... The
knows the history of his old and good established
church and its art, an aesthetic norms which
artist who is able to ex- were and are the measure
press himself in the lan– for the evaluation of art
guage of his time but who are still valid today."

The Rev. lubomyr H u m

" The matter of building a
church is of such impor–
tance that there should be
Toe Rev. Joseph Shary
a commission, headed by
the сНоссшп oisnop, to "...(contemporary Ukrai–
oversee the process. Such nian cultural expression)
a commission should be must be mindful of living
composed of people who the traditions and not just
are acutely aware of the preserving them. A mind
needs''of the church, who that ЬпІу cbksiders'pre–
are open-minded and have serving tradition and ri–

tecture are realized on an
appropriately high level,
something which would
also substantiate reli–
gious-spiritual values."

only as the architect him–
self learns to enter into
the unfamiliar world of
the liturgy, only as his
personal vision is molded
that his work will regain instances, directed to–
the symbolic power that
wards goals that lead a–
characterizes the church
way from Ukrainian af–
buildings of other ages.
fairs and interests. Often,
Then, with the courage
their only contact with
and initiative of an indtvi–
Jaroslav Sichynsky
Ukrainians becomes the
dual parish and skillful
church, which they at– "The process of recovery
interpretation of a U–
tend more or less regular– of a living Ukrainian tra–
krainian architect, a real
ly. To maintain the U– dition of church architec–
contemporary Ukrainian
krainian communities in ture is likely to be a long
church building
will
their ratherfragile frame- and arduous one. it is
emerge."
work demands thefoster–
ing of those characteris–
tics that would tend to
forgetting the principal
sustain the Ukrainian life
tenet of art — art has to
of the community —
be creative, in the arts,
unity of purpose and di–
tradition as such is poi–
rection, common inte–
son. One can speak of
rests, a knowledge of their
certain mental affinities,
roots and culture, and a
held in common by a
sense of belonging. "
peoples, a nation, which
go toward imbuing the
work with a mystique all
Jurij Solovij
its own, imparting to it a
"Here in the West, where
particular
psychological
we have freedom of ex– "A lot has been said and
pression, it is our solemn written about tradition and philosophical nu–
duty and obligation not and the Ukrainian style. ance. "
only to maintain but encourage the creative ex–
land a 'vacuum' andour–
pressions of our culture."
selves colonists ofaproud
nation, equal de jure to
the original colonists,
and not as fodder for
the present and should be
assimilation, it is from
in the future reflected in
this standpoint that we
an architectural solution,
should proceed in the
i.e., the three basic spaces
building of our churches
of the church: the anteand community facilities.
chamber or the 'prytvor '
"The principal question
Іvan Zayac
which serves as the entry "Given our situation, we remains unresolved —
into the church proper or should ask ourselves what are we to build tradi–
the nave, and the sanc–
is ultimately our aim — tionally or do we dare
tuary, the holy of holies.
to assimilate or to pre– develop new forms of
"The trinal architectural serve our national identi– ecclesiastic architecture
composition of the three ty. if it is the latter, how arid in the process ofex–
functional spaces satisfies are we to ensure our sur– perimenting, run the risk
all three functions of our vival as a national entity? of losing our national
rite. This is fundamental
"Let us consider this identity?"
to our tradition; it is a
constant and, as such, is
unchangeable."
identity as a nation. All
the more, we should be
pornry artists. Besides the
concerned with the quafew artists who are suc–
lily of what we create,
cessful in their uses of
with the 'message' we
Byzantine iconographic
send to others, both here
ideas, there are many
and in Ukraine.
more who do routine imi–
tations of Byzantine icons
"We are in danger of
as well as some who (in
falling into the habit of
the name of artistic free–
selling
the idea of 'U–
Marco Zubar
dom?) present meaningkrainianism.' Let Ukrai–
less or grotesque images
of saints. Because of this, "Given our particular nian art be first good art,
the more inspired church– situation as a community and architecture, or 'U–
es are usually those which in the diaspora, it is un– krainian architecture' be
use very little icono– derstandable that we con– true architecture — ho–
ceive of art as a means of nest and sensible, and not
graphy."
ensuring our survival and conceived for the lowest
as a statement of our common denominator."
tual produces a museum
mentality...
Truly, we
krainian' - in history
would be trivializing our
this was achieved in a
rich tradition if all we did
multitude of diverseforms;
was copy the past rather
b.) make an enriching
than permit our many
contribution to our visual
talented artists, architects
experience — in history
and composers to express
this was done through the
themselves freely and
adaptation of contempo–
creatively. We should arm
rary world styles: Byzan–
ourselves with a bold op–
tine, Renaissance, Baro–
timism about the future
que, etc.; c.) be a work of
rather than think we are
art - in history most
perishing and must hold
churches
on to the past. We must "...A Ukrainian church Ukrainian
respect the past and learn musf:, a.) possess charac– whether urban or rural,
from it. More important– teripics, which distinguish disptaypdahighdec'ceof
ly. we must build on it. " it as a 'church' and 'U– formal і rcpfl:nce. "
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Bartok and Ukraine
Dedicated to musicologist, composer searching analytical mind of an ethno–
musicologist ventured far beyond Hun–
and critic Wasyl Wytwycky
gary itself, in his own music one finds
Part 11
several non-Hungarian elements such
as the Ukrainian dance-song, "kolo–
Much of Bela Bartok's research on myika."
folk songs of Hungary and neighboring
One must note that no other works of
countries centers on comparisons of Bartok besides the ones mentioned
national types, in his articles on Ukrai– above seem to include the peculiar zesty
nian folk music he cites several melodies flavor of the "kolomyika."
by way of musical examples and, as we
have seen, discusses influences the
Aromatic miniatures
music of one country effected over that
of another. The "kolomyika" of Wes–
in 1931 Bartok arranged the "44
tern Ukraine, for example, influenced Duos for two violins" published by
not only Hungarian folk music; accord– Universal Edition, vienna. Each is a
ing to Bartok it is a fascinating bit of short piece, a miniature, which bears a
musical symbiosis involving Ukraine descriptive title. These sketches are
and her neighbors, such as Hungary and filled with the feeling of the folk mateRumania.
rial which Bartok had been collecting
for many years. They include two
Ukrainian pieces: No. 16 is titled
Composed to tunes of Ukraine
"Ukrainian (Ruthenian) Song" while
duo
No. 24 is the original version of the
Bartok's "Two Pieces" for piano
(from "For Children" collection on song for solo voice and piano titled
Hungarian Folk Themes, Part 1) are "Husband's Sorrow" and not set for
patterned exactly after typical "kolo– voice until February 1945. The original
myika" rhythm. The second piece Ukrainian melody titles of these two
closely resembles the Ukrainian compo– pieces are unknown and, as far as we
ser Andriy Hnatyshyn's "Kolomyika" know, they were not traced to any
(from the "Ukrainian Suite"for orches– known Ukrainian folk song collection.
The "44 Duos" are now completely
tra) also in melodic structure. The first
piece, by the way, has the familiar 14 recorded by violinist Lorand Fenyves
syllable make-up we examined before. and victor Martin on the label Musical
The "Two Pieces" are recorded by Heritage Society MHS-1722 (stereo,
pianist Gyorgy Sandor on vox SvBX– released ca. 1975).
5426.
The composer at the piano
Bartok used the "kolomyika" also in
his Two Rhapsodies for violin and
in
1936
Bartok transcribed for piano
orchestra. This is particularly true of his
Rhapsody No. 2, known also in a six choice pieces from the "44 Duos"
version for violin and piano. Both and called the new oeuvre "Little Suite,"
versions of Rhapsody No. 2 are printed which was promptly published by
by Universal Edition and are often Boosey ф. Hawkes (New York, London,
recorded (for example, by isaac Stern, 1939). Among the transcriptions is the
violin, with Leonard Bernstein conduct– "Ukrainian Song," the original Ukrai–
ing the New York Philharmonic on nian title of which, as we said, is
unknown. But a close cousin of this
Columbia label MS-6373).
The orchestration of Rhapsody No. 2 melody has surfaced, guess where? in
took place (as we have seen) in Kharkiv, the Ukrainian composer Boris Liato–
January 1929, in the apartment of Antin shynsky's score for the film "Taras
Shevchenko" directed by 1. Savchenko
Rudnytsky.
Both rhapsodies are constructed in and released in Kiev in 1951. Since
the same way: a slow "lassu"and the fast Liatoshynsky has passed on, we cannot
"friss" or "friska." The "friss" is related check on the melody variant of Bartok's
to such Hungarian folk dances as the song.
The first recording of the "Ukrainian
"czardas" and the "verbunko." These
are established, traditional dances Song" (and the rest of the suite for
associated also with Gypsies and were piano) was done with the composer
used in larger works of Liszt, Brahms himself bringing the keyboard to life in
("Hungarian Dances") and other mas– the year 1943 on 78 rpm discs. These,
ters. Bartok utilized them readily and luckily, were reprocessed and issued in
his "Rumanian Dances" likewise bear discretely simulated stereo by the label
some relationship, rhythmically speak– Turnabout THS-65010 in 1974. (Pre–
vious to this there were also issues of the
ing, to the "friss" or "verbunko."
The "friss" movement of both rhap– Bartok recording on the Continental
sodies (particularly the second) admits and Remington labels, now long out of
in one episode the traditional rhythms print.) The "Ukrainian Song" is a
dance-like folk miniature, performed by
of the "kolomyika.'4
it is important to stress that the the composer with much imagination
"friss" or second part of both rhapso– and liberal treatment of tempo. Sandor,
dies contain abundant material shaped another pianist who recently recorded
by the composer into a homogeneous this same piece in stereo, is much colder
rhythmic and emotional impact. Due to and calculated in his approach and
the rhapsodic freedom of thematic overall effect, apparently feeling much
development, Bartok was not eager to less affinity for the subject.
spend the entire second part of his
works on exact citations of Hungarian
Swan song
ethnic material. The "friss" was just a
starting point for his complex score
As we have seen, because of Bartok's
which transcends the limitations of a illness and death in 1945, the study of
r
'l dance And just as Bartok's Ukrainian folk music apparently pro-
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posed to the master by Columbia
University came to nothing. The only
tangible record of Bartok's interest in
Ukrainian material in 1945 are his
manuscript settings of several folk
songs for voice and piano.
One of these is rather famous since it
was published at least twice in fac–
simile.10 in Bartok's manuscript all texts
are in Hungarian. The title of the song
translates as "Husband's Sorrow" and
the text begins with the words "1 have
purchased barley at the fair" (or "1
bought barley at the market"). Accord–
ing to the manuscript, Bartok arranged
this item in February 1945.
Since the original exact Ukrainian
title of this song and the music are not
traced, we do not know the changes
incorporated by Bartok for his Hun–
garian version, musical or textual. A
study of these personal changes would
be absorbing, to say the least, since the
manuscript isfilledwith alterations and
with entire bars crossed out especially in
the piano part.
The New Grove encyclopedia" supplies us at least with titles of additional
Ukrainian songs Bartok set before his
passing. These are: "Та ne sam" (1 Was
Not Alone); "Ne budu ya vodu pyty"(l
Shall Not Drink the Water) and a third
tune "Not in a Ditch, Lads" the Ukrai–
nian of which is unrecognizeable as
given by New Grove. The manuscripts
to these songs have not been located.
There are authoritative indications12
that these yet unpublished settings are
part of an unfinished cycle — a swan
song, suggesting Bartok's renewed
strong interest in Ukrainian material in
1945.

(i.e. ordering) folk melodies into collec–
tions influenced in part the formation of
Zenowij Lysko's monumental work
titled "Ukrainian Folk Melodies" as the
author himself admits in the foreword.
Lysko's achievement, the biggest com–
pilation of Ukrainian folk music to date,
is also the largest body of folk melodies
from Eastern Europe published in a
single edition. Out of 10 projected
volumes, six have so far been printed in
New York starting in 1964.
Harmonious agreement
in setting or arranging folk material
there were common philosophies among
Bartok and the Ukrainian composer
Lev Revutsky. Both agreed that the
more primitive the melody, the wider
were the possibilities for its setting, the
more interesting harmony or accom–
paniment could be devised for it. in all
fairness it should be stated that Revut–
sky probably arrived at this conviction
independently of Bartok.
Be it as it may, Bartok's Ukrainian
contacts remain not yet entirely researched and as such they endure
among the most interesting pages in the
annals of our culture.
Acknowledgement

influence on Ukrainian musicians

І am grateful to composer and Bartok
specialist Halsey Stevens for pointing
out the Ukrainian episode in the Rhap–
sody No. 2 for violin and orchestra and
for providing copies of Bartok 1 Kolessa
correspondence as published in "Docu–
menta Bartokiana." Many thanks also
to musicologist У composer Wasyl Wyt–
wycky for his valuable materials, sug–
gestions and encouragement.

f n his recent article musicologist
Wasyl Wytwycky13 wrote that "Bartok
was close to Ukrainian musicians espe–
cially by two traits of his artistic
philosophy. First: he did not shatter
musical tradition, i.e. basics of music,
for sheer satisfaction...he rather widened
the boundaries of these basics and
enriched their possibilities. Second,
even more significant: of all early 20th
century composers^ innovators, Bartok
not only did not shun folk music, but he
diligently researched it and lovingly
used it in his original works..." Mr.
Wytwycky states that Bartok crossed
elements of folk music with modern
musical language and that this ap–
proach turned up later in the works of
Mykola Kolessa and most recently in
the creativity of Myroslav Skoryk.
The already mentioned composer
Rudnytsky himself admitted that his
closeness to Bartok in Ukraine, later in
Western Europe and the United States,
left a lasting imprint on his own works.
Bartok's own methods of assembling

9. Laszlo Somfai, "The Ruthenian Epi–
sode in Bartok's Second violin Rhapsody,"
Muzsika (Budapest, March 1971), pp. 1-3
(in Hungarian, with musical illustrations).
This "Ruthenian" element is also noted by
Gyorgy Kroo in his "Guide to Bartok"
(Corvina Press, 1974), p. 148.
10. "Bela Bartok Levelei" (Bela Bartok
Letters; in Hungarian) edited by Janos
Demeny (Budapest, 1951), plates 14-15;
published also in the English version of this
collection, translated by Peter Balaban and
istvan Farkas (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1971) which contains several items
concerned with Bartok's Ukrainianassocia–
tions.
11. The New Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians edited by Stanley Sadie
(London, 1980), vol. 2, p. 222.
12. Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians. Fifth edition (New York, 1954),
vol. 1, p. 476. The 1945 settings are also
depicted as an "incomplete cycle" by The
New Grove (note No. 11 above).
13. Wasyl Wytwycky, "Bela Bartok і
ukrainska muzyka"(Bela Bartokand Ukrai–
nian Music), Novi Dni, May 1981.
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak
At the Ukrainian institute of Ame–
rica, an exhibition by young Ukrainian
artists spotlighting the work of Christine Kotlar-Chura, Ann Paszczak–
Denysyk, Laryssa Martyniuk and victo–
ria varvariv, opened on Satur–
day, November 28, and will
run t h r o u g h D e c e m b e r 11.
The exhibition follows a weeklong
exhibit of watercolors by Yelena Kal–
manovska, recently arrived from Kiev.
Miss Kalmanovska's show included
illustrations for a children's book she
plans to publish soon. At the opening of
her exhibit on November 20, Miss
Kalmanovska, a former member of the
commission for renovation of historical
monuments in Ukraine, showed slides
of present-day museums and monu–
ments "back home."
'The ABC-Tv comedy, "Open All
Night,"starring George Dzundza as the
proprietor of a 24-hour grocery frequent–
ed by colorful shoppers, bowed Satur–
day night at 8 p.m. The series had been
scheduled for Friday night showing but
was slotted into Saturday evening
programming a week ago. Last week,
Mr. Dzundza appeared on CBS-Tv in
"Skokie," a drama based on the neoNazi march through that city, in which
he played a serious role as the grim and
quite repulsive leader of the Nazi group.
The work of at least two artists born
in Ukraine is included in the current
show at the Guggenheim Museum, "Art
of the Avant-Garde in Russia: Selec–
tions from the George Costakis Collec–
tion." El Lissitzky (Lazar Markovich
Lisitsky, 1890-1914), born in Kiev, and
viadimir Evgrafovich Tatlin (18851953), a native of Kharkiv, both taught
at the Art institute in Kiev. Preliminary
inquiries indicate that at least one other
Ukrainian-born artist — Alexandra
Alexandrovna Exter (1882-1949) - is
represented in the exhibition, as is
Kazimir Severinovich Malevich, whose
early childhood was spent in Ukraine.
To illustrate how Soviet artists became
involved in designing fashions, as well
as household objects, fabrics and stage
costumes, the museum recently staged a
fashion show which included a wool
chemise by Alexandra Exter in two
color choices, one with geometric black
appliques on white, the other black on
red. The show, with 275 paintings and
works on paper, runs through January 3
at the Guggenheim, Fifth Avenue at
89th Street.
As New Yorkers and the rest of the
nation gave thanks this past week for
the offerings of the harvest and the good
life, Ukrainians of the Big Apple also
paused to celebrate Thanksgiving.
Topics of conversation at many Ukrai–
nian tables undoubtedly included the
bounties of the, current cultural season
— art shows, lectures, films, workshops, folk dance, ballet, opera, sym–
phonic music, and of course, the music
of our beloved banduras.
This weekend is a good example of
the action and variety to be found on the
Big Apple's Ukrainian cultural scene.
The four-day bandura workshop
taking place at Plast headquarters on
Second Avenue is highlighted by the
New York debut of the Shevchenko
Ukrainian Bandurist Capella's quintet
- Petro Kytasty, Mark Farion Michael
Serediuk, Julian Kytasty and tenor Paul
Pysarenko - appearing Friday evening
at Stuyvesant High School auditorium
with a program of ancient dumas,
psalms, historical and humorous songs

and other rarely heard music from the
repertoire of the bandurist.
"Tempo Di valse," a collection of
waltzes choreographed by George Ba–
lanchine, John Taras, Jerome Robbins
and Jacques d'Amboise for the New
York City Ballet's Tchaikovsky Festi–
val last June, was seen for the first time
this season on Friday and Saturday,
November 27 and 28. Among the walt–
zes in this work are Mr. Taras's varia–
tion v i from Trio in A Minor and the
waltz from "Eugen Onegin," Act 2.
("Tempo Di valse" will be performed
again on January 10, and Mr. Taras's
new ballet, "Souvenir de Florence," is
scheduled for several performances that
month.)
Today, the life and work of composer
Stanyslav Liudkevych will receive
attention at the Ukrainian institute of
America, Fifth Avenue at 79th Street,
Prof. J. Oransky will supplement his
lecture with slides and taped music,
beginning at 3 p.m.
Meanwhile, Ukrainian bass-baritone
Wolodymyr Denysenko of Warsaw's
Grand Opera will be giving a concert at
the Stuyvesant High School auditorium,
15th Street between Second and Third
avenues. Mr. Denysenko will be accom–
panied by pianist Juliana Osinchuk.
Sponsored by the Ukrainian National
Association's New York District Com–
mittee, the concert is scheduled to begin
at 2:30.

season that includes the Americanized
version of the Ukrainian "Carol of the
Bells."
The weekend of November 21 and 22
brought several events — a perfor–
mance of Tchaikovsky's Symphony No.
2, C Minor, Op. 17 (known as the
"Little Russian" Symphony) by the
New York Philharmonic at Avery
Fisher Hall; a two-day forum on the
state of contemporary Ukrainian church
art and architecture at the Ukrainian
institute; a peek at Ukrainian singer
Sophia Rotaru singing in Bulgarian in
the George Hamiliton-Artie Johnson
cinematic satire on Dracula, "Love at
First Bite," as it was shown on televi–
sion; a conference on musicologist and
folklorist Dmytro Revutsky at the New
York headquarters of the Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences in the
U.S. and a festive celebration by the
women's auxiliary of the Organization
for the Defense of Four Freedoms for
Ukraine marking the 2,000-year history
of Kiev with slides, poems, readings,
songs and a dinner with a Kievan menu.
Earlier this month, George Jellinek of
WQXR-FM Radio featured Ukrainian
tenor ivan Kozlovsky in an hourlong
show of recordings, Jack Palance was
interviewed by David Hattman, host of
the "Good Morning, America" program on WABC-Tv as a prelude to that
evening's showing of "Ripley's Believe it
orNot!"special hosted by Mr. Palance,
and the annual musicale of Branch 72 of
November: culture month the Ukrainian National Women's Lea–
gue of America was presented at the
A glance at my calendar suggests that Ukrainian institute.
November must be the peak of the fall
cultural season. Within a week's time, Palance hosts ABC show
an array of exciting events has taken
place.
in quest of the strange, odd and
On November 13, folk singer Melanie different for a "Ripley's Believe it or
gave a concert at the Northstage Thea– Not!" special aired on the ABC Teleter in Glen Cove, N.Y., her first per– vision Network on November 6, Jack
formance in Metropolitan New York in Palance visited a cathedral in Sedlar,
some three years. Saturday, November Czechoslovakia, decorated with the
14, brought the Metropolitan Opera's
production of "U Trittico" with Andriy
Dobriansky in a supporting role, in a
live simulcast by W N E T - T V and
WQXR-FM Radio. That same evening,
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Columbia
University's radio station WKCR
broadcast a recorded version of Ha–
levy's "La Juive," performed in New
Orleans in 1973 with Paul Plishka and
Richard Tucker in leading roles. Over'
at the Ukrainian institute, Prof. Petro
Andrusiw gave a lecture on "The intro–
duction of Christianity to Rus'-U–
kraine." it was also the final day of the
Soviet Book Exhibit held at the New
York Public Library as part of Slavic
Ethnic Heritage Week. On Sunday,
November 15, the Canadian Ukrainian .
Opera Chorus and soloists teamed up
with the American Symphony Orches–
tra at Carnegie Hall fora grand produc–
tion - "Ukrainian Opera in Concert."
(A story appeared in The Weekly of
November 22.)
During the week, "Jane Austen in
Manhattan" premiered at the Art
Theater, presenting singer^composer
Katrina Hodiak in herfirstacting role.
On Wednesday and Thursday, Michael
Cimino's "The Deer Hunter," with
George Dzundza in a featured role, was
revived at the Olympia Quad Theater,
Broadway at 107th Street November 20
saw this year's first performance of
Radio City Music Hall's "The Magnifi–
cent Christmas Spectacular,"an all-live
musical celebration of the holiday

bones of 40,000 humans, the Yorkshire
woods where the grave of Robin Hood
was found to prove he really existed, an
eerie criminal museum in Germany, the
ghostly Tower of London and the
strange Museum of Medical Quackery
of St. Louis, Mo. (Ripley, as you
probably know, was Robert L. Ripley, a
sports cartoonist and globetrotter who
found fame when he began to sketch
and caption bizarre items that became
syndicated newspaper features. There
are Ripley's Believe it or Not! museums
in seven states, in Canada and in
England.)
Mr. Palance, a leading name in
movies and television since he starred in
the 1950s teleplay of Rod Serling's
"Requiem fora Heavyweight"with Kim
Hunter and Keenan and Ed Wynn, did
outstanding work in manyfilms,includ–
ing "Shane," "Sudden Fear," "Attack,"
"The Big Knife" and "Panic in the
Streets." in films, he won two Oscar
nominations; on Broadway, he replaced
Marlon Brando in "A Streetcar Named
Desire." His films are frequently shown
on television; "Attack" was on WOR–
Tv in August, and the 1975 movie "The
Hatfields and the McCoys" was aired by
CBS in September and again a few
weeks ago. The films "1 Died a Thou–
sand Times" (1955), in which Mike
Mazurki played a cameo role, "Godzilla
and the Monster" (1976) and "One Man
Jury" (1978) have recently been shown
by WOR-TV.
During an 'appearance o.n the Dick
Cavett show last summer (taped before
a live audience), Mr. Palance spoke of
his "nice little coal-mine farm family in
Pennsylvania." His father, a miner for
40 years, died of lung disease, and Mr.
Palance, who "always wanted to be a
cowboy," did some work in a coal mine
for a while, at 55 a day — an enormous
sum of money in those days, he told Mr.
Cavett.

Katrina Hodiak, daughter of John Hodiak and Anne Baxter, co-stars with her
mother in "Jane Austen in Manhattan." She is seen above in a scene from the
movie.
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Lotocky bestows title of mitred archpriest on Msgr. Knapp
by Michael J. Kozak
M1NNEAPOL1S - The Ukrainian
Catholic parishes of St. Constantino in
Minneapolis and St. Stephen in St.
Paul, on Sunday, November 1, joined in
welcoming
their bishop, innocent
Lotocky. The event generated much
attention and enthusiasm, because
during this occasion their pastor, Msgr.
Stephen v. Knapp, was to be bestowed
with the title of mitred archpriest in
recognition of his outstanding dedica–
tion and service to the Ukrainian
Catholic Church and people.
Msgr. Knapp was born in Simpson,
Pa., the son of early Ukrainian immi–
grants. During the 49 years of his
pastoral service, he has contributed
much of his talent and energy to the
growth and development of the Church
and the preservation of the Ukrainian
cultural heritage. Wherever he has
served he has left a permanent imprint
of his labor.
in the 1930s and 1940s, while serving
the Ukrainian community in ArnoldNew Kensington, he established a Ukrai–
nian school and a social center, bought
a home for the nuns and built a new
church.
in the 1950s, while in Detroit, he was
instrumental in liquidating a heavy
church debt and in obtaining a new
convent and rectory, in Hamtramck,
Mich., he completed a new rectory,
decorated the church and built the first
Ukrainian Catholic high school in this
country.
in the early 1960s while in Chicago,
ill., he initiated a financial campaign for
the Ukrainian home for the elderly. This
task was not completed only because of
his transfer to Minneapolis. His arrival
in the Twin Cities marks one of the most
important events in the history of the
Ukrainian community. Thanks to his
organizational abilities, his skill in
rallying the people and his willingness
for sacrifice, he was able to build,
decorate and successfully finance a new
church, art gallery and rectory.
All these accomplishments did not go
unnoticed by the Church authorities, in
1962, the Apostolic See bestowed upon
him the title of monsignor and papal
chamberlain, in 1973 the spiritual
leader of the Ukrainian Catholics,
Patriarch Josyf Slipyj, honored him
with the title of canon, and in 1976
Pope Paul vi elevated him to the rank
of prelate of honor.

Florida Ukrainians
join in festival
at Disney World
APOPKA, Fla. - Ukrainians from
central Florida, including the town of
Apopka, recently took part in the first
annual international Festival sponsor–
ed by Walt Disney World Tillage just
outside of Orlando, the cite of Disney
World.
John and Millie Osenenko were the
music and technical directors, while
Lilly Nanashko was the choreographer
and lead dancer. Myra Heltsley directed
the fashion show.
Over 25 groups took part in the
festival, which featured the culture of a
variety tff ethnic groups, including
Greek, German, Polish,Colombian,
Lithuanian, Japanese, Portuguese,
Filipino and others.
There was also an outdoor restaurant
featuring a variety of ethnic foods and
delicacies.

Bishop innocent Lotocky (right) confers title of mitred archpriest on Msgr.
Stephen v. Knapp.
The title of mitred archpriest was rated various distinguished contribu–
conferred upon Msgr. Knapp during tions of Msgr. Knapp for the Ukrainicn
the holy liturgy Which he celebrated. heritage in the United States.
Assisting him were the very Rev.
This was followed by the presentation
Patrick Paschak, superior general of
Basilian Fathers of New York; the Rev. of the pectoral cross and nabedrennyk.
A
miter was placed on the recipient's
Bernard Panczuk OSBM of Detroit,
and the Rev. Robert Ryblowski of St. head, and a pastoral staff was handed to
John the Baptist Byzantine Catholic him, a symbol of authority as Shepherd
of his flock. Also during the ritual the
Church of Minneapolis.
choir sang, repeating from time to time
The ceremony of the bestowal of the
the word "axios," which means "he is
title (chirotony) was performed by
worthy."
Bishop Lotocky. it was initiated with
the reading of a special decree issued by
Following this, the bishop spoke to
Patriarch Josyf. The document enume– the faithful, who filled the church to full

capacity. The topic was "religion in the
life of people."
On the same day, after the service, a
banquet was held in the school audito–
rium, which was attended by approxi–
mately 400 parishioners and invited
guests, it was prepared by the parish
ladies under the leadership of Maria
Stec.
After the convocation and remarks
by the banquet chairman, Dmytro
Tataryn, further conduct of the program was in the hands of Dr. Michael J.
Kozak, who served as master of ceremo–
nies. He raised a toast to the bishop and
the pastor, and all present joined in
singing "Mnohaya Lita."
Greetings were extended by the Rev.
Panchuk, Dmytro Hryhorczuk of Chi–
cago and Jaroslav Dusey of Detroit.
Warm greetings were also extended by
Maestro Mychajlo Dmytrenko, the
creator of the interior decor of St.
Constantine's Church.
Remarks were also delivered by the
Rt. Rev. Paschak and Peter Stasiw,
principal of the immaculate Concep–
tion Ukrainian Catholic High School in
the Detroit area, which was founded by
the Rev. Knapp. State Attorney Gene–
ral Warren Spannaus in his remarks
welcomed the bishop, greeted Msgr.
Knapp with his new title, and praised
the Ukrainian community for its a–
chievements and good citizenship.
The entire program was enriched by
the singing of the church choir and the
dances of the Zahrava Ukrainian Folk
Dance Ensemble under the direction of
Anatol Kushnir.
The main speaker of the event was
Bishop Lotocky, who was greeted by
the audience with loud applause. He
called on all gathered, especially the
youth, to remain faithful to the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church, to uphold the rite
and traditions of their ancestors and to
learn the Ukrainian language.
Closing remarks were made by the
Rev. Knapp. visibly moved, he thanked
Patriarch Josyf and the bishop for
bestowing upon him such a high honor
of the Church. He also thanked the
parishioners for their help in conduct ing the parish's affairs.
With the religious Ukrainian hymn,
"Bozhe Poslukhay Blahannia," this
historic event was concluded, how–
ever, many participants remained in the
hall; lining up one by one, they ap–
proached their pastor to wish him many
more happy and fruitful years.

Artist to exhibit woodcuts in Philly gallery
PHILADELPHIA - Andrij Maday
will exhibit his woodcuts at the Pennsyl–
vania Academy of Fine Arts Peale
House Galleries along with artist Oliver
Rodums, also an academy alumnus.
The two one-man exhibitions open on
Friday, December 4, and will continue
through December 31.
The 50 woodcuts forming part of Mr.
Maday's exhibit represent a small
chronological cross section of some 250
- graphicworksdoneby the artist over the
last 10 years.
Discussing his own work, Mr. Maday
talks about the woodcut being a con–
templative experience: "...the slow
subtraction of wood continues until the
desired design is revealed. The same
holds true in life. We proceed slowly on
our journey, discarding layers which
have ceased to serve us and are only
holding us back, revealing more and
more of the bare essence of life.".
Mr. Maday graduated from, the
Pennsylvania Academy of1 the Fine Arts

in 1975 where he studied on a full
scholarship. He was a guest lecturer in
graphics in Western Maryland College,
Westminster, Md. During residence at
Manor Junior College in Jenkintown,
Pa., he completed an album of draw–
ings which was published in 1978 as
"Manor Journal."
Mr. Maday joined St. Theodore
Studite Monastery in Castel Gandolfo,
italy, where he stayed for three years.
During this time he studied traditional
icon painting techniques with Hiero–
monk Juvenalij.
Mr. Maday has been awarded, among
others, The Philadelphia Print Club
Prize in Graphics, The Lewis Comfort
Tiffany Foundation Grant, and the
Graphics Center Prize, Wayne Art
Center.
This summer Mr. Maday has com–
pleted 124 square feet of iconographic
paintings for St. Joseph Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Chicago..
;. The Peajfe House Galleries are located
at 1811 Crie;s"tnut St. Gallery hours:

"Space in Time," 1981. Woodcut by
Andrij Maday.
Tuesday through Saturday, 10a.m..5
p.m., and Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Admission
is free.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, November 29
Speaking will be Melvin G. Holli,
co-editor of the recently published
New York: Opening of weeklong book "Ethnic Chicago," on "The
exhibit of paintings by the late Contributions of Ukrainians to the
Mykola Radysh at 1 p.m. at the Development of Chicago" and Dr.
Ukrainian Artists' Association Gal– Myron Kuropas, UNA supreme vice
lery; 136 Second Ave. (fourth floor). president, and contributor to the
Gallery hours: weekdays, 6-8 p.m.; above-mentioned book,onThe Be–
weekends, 1-8 p.m.
ginnings of Ukrainian Chicago."The
program will include a wine-and–
Sunday, December 6
cheese reception and a performance
by actress Eveline Beluc. Admission
Philadelphia: "intemniversity Stu– is free. The program is sponsored by
dent Evening" with program devoted the Chicago UNA District Commit–
to imprisoned patriots, featuring Dr. tee.
Nina Strokata. A social with refresh– Toronto: Dr. James Mace, an asso–
ments follows. Sponsored by Stu– ciate of the Harvard Ukrainian
dent Clubs at Temple, La Salic, Research institute, will give a lecture
Drexell, Manor, villanova, and titled "The Ukrainian Famine of
Penn. At the Ukrainian Catholic 1933"at 3 p.m. in the Debates Room
Center, 7911 Whitewood Rd., Elkins of Hart House at the University of
Park, at 3:30 p.m.
Toronto. The lecture is free and the
public is cordially invited.
New York: A benefit banquet for St.
Dr. Mace is junior collaborator on
George School and Academy, mark– a research project devoted to the
ing the 40th anniversary of the famine which is being directed by
founding of the school and the 10th HURL The head of the project is the
anniversary of the academy's first distinguished specialist and author of
graduating class, will be held at 2:30 numerous books on the Stalinist era,
p.m. in the school auditorium, 215 E. Dr. Robert Conquest of Stanford
Sixth St. Tickets: S20, adults; Я 5, University.
students. Proceeds are to go toward
The lecture is sponsored by the
defraying school expenses, invita– Chair of Ukrainian Studies at the
tion is extended to school alumni, University of Toronto, in coopera–
parents and the Ukrainian commu– tion with the HURL
nity at large.
ONGOING
Wednesday, December 9
New York: A Ukrainian Young
New York: The Ukrainian National Artists Exhibition, sponsored by the
Women's League of America, Branch Ukrainian institute of America,
72, will hold a traditional Christmas opened Saturday, November 28 at
reception at 6:30 p.m. at the Ukrai– the Ukrainian institute of America, 2
nian institute of America, 2 E. 79th 79th St. Exhibiting are: Christina.
St.
Kotlar Chura - handwoven tape–
stries, silkscreened and airbrushed
textile wallhangings, batik and silkSaturday, December 12
screened graphic art; Anna Pazczak
New York: The Ladies auxiliary of Denysyk — weavings, wall art and
the New York chapter of the Ukrai– silk-screened wearable art under the
nian Medical Association of North "Nusia Artwear" label; Laryssa
America will hold an evening of Martyniuk — oil paintings; and,
Ukrainian Christmas Carols and victoria varvariv — hand-painting
Traditions at 7 p.m. at the Ukrainian on silk and painting in reverse on
institute of America, 2 E. 79th St. glass. The artists were featured at the
Proceeds from the buffet will go celebration of youth festival held at
Souyzivka in August. The exhibit
toward charitable causes.
runs through December 11.
Sunday, December 13
Winnipeg: An exhibit of documents,
New York: Opening of a three-week- maps, manuscripts and photographs
long exhibit of works by artist Arca– from the archives of the Ukrainian
dia Olenska-Petryshyn of North Cultural and Educational Center was
Brunswick, N.J., at the Ukrainian opened on November 30 by provin–
institute of America, 2 E. 79th St. cial archivist Peter Bower at the
Chicago: A program dedicated to the center's gallery, 184 Aleksander Ave.
history of Chicago Ukrainians will be E. The exhibit marks the 90th anni–
held at the St. Nicholas Ukrainian versary of the arrival of the first
Catholic Church auditorium at 1 Ukrainian settlers, Wasyl Elyniak
p.m. The event is held in conjunction and ivan Pylypiv, in Canada — on
with the celebration of the 75th September 7, 1891. The exhibit runs
anniversary of St. Nicholas Church. through January 15, 1982.

Over(Continued
100. from page 2)
Alabama: William L. Dickinson (D),
Albert Lee Smith Jr. (R).
Maryland: Michael D. Barnes (D),
Marjorie S. Holt (R).
Oregon: Les AuCoin (D), Ron Wy–
den (D).
Texas: Bill Archer (R), Martin Frost
(D).
Washington: Don Bonker (D), Mike
Lowry (D).
indiana: Floyd J. Fithian (D).
iowa: Tom Harkin (D).
Kansas: Dan Glickman (D).
Michigan: Howard Wolpe (D).
Missouri: Robert A. Young (D).
North Carolina: Stephen L. Neal (D).
Rhode island: Fernand J. St. Ger–
main (D).

virgina: Frank R. Wolf (R).
vermont: James M. Jeffords (R).
Commissioners: Antonio Borja Won
Pat (D-Guam), Walter E. Fauntroy (D–
District of Columbia).
The following U.S. Senators cosigned Rep. Fen wick's letter:
Hlinois: Alan J. Dixon (D), Charles
H. Percy (R).
Maine: William S. Cohen (R), William
L. Dickinson (D).
Delaware: Joseph Ff Biden (D).
idaho: James A. McClure (R).
Massachuseets: Paul E. Tsongas (D).
Michigan: Carl Levin (D).
Minnesota: David F. Durenberger
(R)Missouri: Thomas F. Eaglet on (D).
Nebraska: Edward Zorinsky.
New Mexico: Pete v. Domenici (R).
New York: Alfonse M. D'Amato(R).
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D.C. events...
(Continued from page 3)

Mazurkevich, chairperson of the Ukrai–
nian Human Rights Committee as well
as Dr. Strokata-Karavansky, Gen.
Grigorenko and Dr. Malynkovych.
The day before, on November 16, the
three representatives of the External
Representation of the Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group had testified before a
special hearing of the Congressional
CSCE (also known as the Helsinki
Commission) chaired by Rep. Dante B.
Fascell (D-Fla.). Others on the panel
included Reps. Ritter and Fenwick.
Among the representatives of the
press present at the session, was a
member of the Soviet media, a fact not
overlooked by Rep. Ritter, who an–
nounced his presence to the hearing and
wondered aloud whether a member of
the American press corps would be
allowed to sit in on meetings at the
Kremlin. He told the reporter to report
on the proceedings and tell the persecu–
ters of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
about the actions of the U.S. Congress
on the group's behalf.
Gen. Grigorenko spoke on the
history of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group. Translating was Christine isa–
jiw of the Human Rights Commission
of the World Congress of Free Ukrai–
nians.
in her testimony, translated by An–
drij Karkoc, Dr. Strokata-Karavansky,
who submitted a written statement
about the history of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, testified about the use
of torture in Soviet penal institutions.
She said that the Soviet government
must be held accountable for its use of

11
Dr. Malynkovych spoke about the
issue of Western radio broadcasts to
Ukraine, while Mr. Smorodsky, who
was a public member to the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference to
review implementation of the Helsinki
Accords, spoke on various issues relat–
ing to Ukraine today.
After the hearing. Dr. Skrokata–
Karavansky and Gen. Grigorenko were
interviewed by the voice of America.
in addition to the seven congressmen
who took the floor during the special
order of the House, the following
congressmen submitted statements to
the Congressional Record:
Don Bonker (D-Wash.); Lawrence J.
DeNardis (R-Conn.); Edward J. Der–
winski (R-lll.); Gus Yatron (D-Pa.);
James K. Coyne (R-Pa.); William J.
Hughes (D-N.J.); Bernard H. Dwyer
(D-N.J.); Harold C. Hollenbeck (R–
N.J.); Robert H. Michel (R-lll.); Mi–
chael D. Barnes (D-Md.); Donald J.
Mitchell (R-N.Y.); Raymond J. Mc–
Grath (R-N.Y.); Marjorie S. Holt (R–
Md.); James J. Blanchard (D-Mich.);
Joseph P. Addabbo (D-N.Y.); James J.
Florio (D-N.J.); William R. Ratchford
(D-Conn.); Dante B. Fascell (D-Fla.);
Timothy E. Wirth (D-Colo.); Geraldine
A. Ferrarro(D-N.Y.); William H. Gray
Hi (D-Pa.); Frank Annunzio (D-lll.);
Mary Rose Oakar (D-Ohio); Hamilton
Fish, Jr. (R-N.Y.); Robert A. Roe (D–
N.J.).
The following congressmen submitt–
ed extension of remarks in the Con–
gressional Record on November 18:
Robert K. Dornan (R-Calif.); William
J. Hughes (D-N.J.); Glenn M. Ander–
son (D-Calif.); Henry A. Waxman (D–
Calif.); Bruce F. Yento (D-Minn.).

measure, too, was approved by the
delegates.
Thatevening's banquet, held in the
(Continued from page 1)
main dining room of Soyuzivka, was
board elected at the 18th SUSTA emceed by Roman Juzeniw. Mr. Juze–
congress had taken upon itself an niw introduced representatives of se–
organization that did not exist, since 90 veral organizations present at the
percent of the SUSTA mailing list was banquet, including Prof. Petro Goy of
the Ukrainian Free University, Askold
outdated.
The major portion of the executive Lozynskyj of the Ukrainian Congress
board's work, she said, was devoted to Committee of America and SUM-A,
rebuilding a foundation for SUSTA — Natalia Pawlenko of ODUM, Bohdan
establishing contacts with clubs and Besaha of the Zarevo Academic Society,
individuals throughout the United ihor Zwarycz of TUSM and Roman
States and countering SUSTA's nega– Zwarycz of CeSUS (the World Federa–
tive image by presenting it as a viable tion of Ukrainian Students), and he read
written messages from the Shevchenko
organization.
The subsequent report of the auditing Scientific Society and Plast.
in his Ukrainian-language greetings
committee (iwan Prynada, Jaroslaw
Palylyk and Andrij Priatka) noted: delivered on behalf of the UCCA and
"Holding certain reservations with SUM-A, Mr. Lozynskyj referred to The
regard to individual board members, we Weekly's editorial ("Notes on the eve of
wish to commend the outgoing execu– a congress," November 15), saying that
tive board for its initiative in laying a it "causes divisiveness and disputes
foundation that is necessary for the within the community ."Such articles, he
growth of the Ukrainian student move– said, appear much too frequently in
ment in the United States." Delegates Svoboda. Mr. Lozynskyj added: "per–
then approved the committee's motion haps the new executive of the UNA (to
be elected at the May 1982 convention)
for a vote of confidence.
Next to report was the statutes will act differently."
Also speaking during the banquet
committee which noted that there was
need for major changes in the SUSTA Soyuzivka manager and recently reconstitution and recommended that an elected Ulster County legislator Walter
ad hoc committee be established to Kwas, who took issue with Mr. Lozyn–
revise or rewrite the constitution and skyj's remarks, saying that "it troubled
the SUSTA handbook cited in the me to hear such words" coming from a
member of the UNA Supreme Assemb–
constitution.
Noting the impropriety of the
The delegates approved this proposal ly.
of the statutes committee and charged remarks, Mr. Kwas went on to say that
the nominations committee with nomi– it is thanks to persons such as Mr.
nating members to the ad hoc commit– Lozynskyj that there is no unity 4fkhin
the UNA itself.
jf
tee.
A dance was held after the banqjfet in
The statutes committee also suggest–
ed an amendment to the constitution the veselka auditorium.
which would establish the position of
Sunday's sessions began with r4
executive vice president, who would by representatives of the folk
assist the president and assume the clubs: Rutgers University - New 1
president's duties in his absense as well wick, Barnard; Columbia, St. Join's
as coordinate the work of the three
(Continued oa page 16)
regional SUSTA vice presidents. This

SUSTA...
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PHILADELPHIA - At the start of
the fall semester, Ukrainian student
clubs at several universities in Philadel–
phia re-elected their officers and resumed
their activities. The club at Temple
University is now headed by Bohdan
Besaha, at La Salle College by Roma
Shkilnyk, at the University of Pennsy–
lvania by Nadia Slysh, at Drexel Uni–
versity by Steven Mykolaichuk, and at
Manor Junior College by Lida Kho–
menko. The interuniversity club of
medical students is headed by Andriy
Boyko.
The major event of the fall semester
will be the interuniversity Academic
Evening on December 6, 3:30 p.m. at
the Philadelphia branch of the Ukrai–
nian Catholic University, 7911 Whitewood Road in Elkins Park. This event is
spearheaded by the Temple University
Ukrainian Association in cooperation
with all willing student clubs and youth
organizations. The program will be
dedicated to the persecuted patriots of
Ukraine, and will include a social mixer
with refreshments.
There is a renewed Ukrainian spirit at
Manor Junior College in Fox Chase
which is run by the Sisters of St. Basil.
Their Ukrainian library collection is
quite substantial, and their Museum of
Ukrainian Folk Art headed by Christine izak is a major attraction and the

pride of the century-old Ukrainian
community in Pennsylvania. Lately, the
number of Ukrainian students at this
college has increased markedly. The
college has appointed Roman Du–
benko, a promising young scholar from
the Harvard Ukrainian program, to
teach Ukrainian courses, in such an
environment, Manor's Ukrainian Club
is likely to flourish.
it is not yet known if the student clubs
of Philadelphia will revive their Ukrai–
nian Student Coalition wttich showed
promised under the leadership of Mark
Maly and Roman Bilynsky. However,
present student leaders do recognize the
need to coordinate their activities and to
sponsor programs that would bring
together young people dispersed in a
large city. Previous academic evenings
proved most successful."

PALM BEACH, Fla. - The Ukrai–
nian American Club here held a mas–
querade ball on November 7.
Among the performers were Ann
Hinrichs, who led the guests in a
bilingual sing-a-long, and guest perfor–
mer Gerald Blok, who did several
numbers.
The newly elected officers of the
Ukrainian American Club are: Ostap
Wengerchuk, president: Walter Yedlin–
sky, vice president; Natalie Matz Cap–
podoro, secretary; Myroslav Byk, trea–
і Lovely LOTS with orange trees! near golt
courses 8 a (free) mineral springs park.
J500 down e i O f t interest, lots from
S3.950.

FORD UUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD
AREA PR0PERT1ES
Apts. - Motels - Commercial - Residential і
JOHN W. LEWENEC - BROKER-SALESMAN 1
Merrill lynch Realty. MCK. inc. Realtors
І
201 N. University Drive. Plantation. Ft. 33324 І
Office: (305) 473-2600. Eves: (305) 742-4524 f

REAL ESTATE
1N NORTHERN viRGlNlA
We service the fastest growing area in the East
for real estate purchase and investments Our
Agents are able to assist you in all areas of
Land Residential - Commercial - industrial Le3se Rentals
Write or call "Pete" Petrenko for further
information ( 7 0 3 ) 750-2336
or ( 7 0 3 ) 321-7332
Member of UNA Branch 0171
PETRENKO PROPERT1ES
7258 Maple Place
Annandale. vireinia 2 2 0 0 3

і Estate Area! 12 years HOME, Й acre.
S44.900.
SUNNYLAND REALTY
8 5 5 North Park Avenue
Apopka, Florida 32703

(305) 886-3060 or 8864644

Save

MAKAR'S

HELP WANTED

WANTED:
CANT0R7CH01R D1RECT0R
for parish choir. Please forward all

inquiries to:
Rev. JOSEPH S. KOPCHAK. Rector
SS. Peter 8 Paul Ukrainian Orthodox
Church
473 Trenton Ave.. Utica, N.Y. 13502

(315) 732-5390

JEWELRY

STORE 8, SHOP
8 2 3 Sanford Ave. m Newark, N.J. 0 7 1 0 6 m ( 2 0 1 ) 3 7 4 - 7 7 8 7
ш Larfe selection of jewelry made of 14 and 18 carat gold and enamel.
ш Ukrainian tryzub (tridents) in various styles and sizes. Jewerly crafted to your
specifications.
a Watches, coral and amber jewelry, brooches, earrings,rings,religious medals and
crosses.
m Bulk orders accepted from shops as well as individuals. Gold jewelry and coins bought,
very reasonable prices, m Closed Wednesdays. B Catalogues available.
Lay away plan for Christmas.

И
; ДАННЯ

т мям

НАЙНОВІШЕ^CONTEMPORARY
"

by AJ. Serafyn
DETROlT - The Parents Club of
immaculate Conception Ukrainian
Catholic High School held its annual
general meeting on November 8.
The meeting was chaired by Mr.
Lawrin and recorded by Mrs. Serafyn.
As is customary, various reports were
read covering a busy past year.
The meeting unanimously elected
Mr. Fedenko as president for the next
year. He will be assisted in his efforts by
14 officers responsible for various facets
of club activity. The number of officers
has been increased to more effectively
serve new needs of the club.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the
very Rev. Panczuk, pastor of the
immaculate Conception Ukrainian
Catholic- Church, expressed his appre–

Florida Ukrainians hold masquerade ball

REAL ESTATE

щщг
"у ""^f'lJ^JM
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Parents Club holds annual meeting

Philly student clubs elect officers
by v. Bandera

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29,1981

IN UKRAINIAN and ENGLISH

Berkeley St

Toronto. On

surer; Amalia Wengerchuk, membership officer; Helen Kubacek, hospitality
officer; Olha Byk, American publicity;
and Olena Kusy, Ukrainian publicity.
The club meets the first Monday of
each month at the Senior Citizens'
Center in Lake Worth, Fla.
The club is planning to enter a
Ukrainian float in Palm Beach Coun–
ty's annual Christmas parade to be held
December 5.

Solidarity congress...
(Continuedfrompage 2)
disgruntled reader referred to an article
about discrimination against Byelorus–
sians in Poland as "a provocation
against the Polish people." Another
reader expressed the personal opinion
that the Byelorussian question was
nothing less than "a dirty invention"
created by unknown persons in order
"to spread unnecessary confusion."7
These reactions underline the view of
the well-known Polish literary critic Jan
Jozef Lipski, who recently argued that
Poles have somehow come to believe
the myth that the Polish nation has been
an exception to the general historical
pattern of one nation subjugating
another.8
The Solidarity trade union has been
one of the major forces supporting a
dialogue on the national question
within Polish society. This has been
reflected in its publications, particular–
ly the weekly Tygodnik Solidarnosc,
and in remarks made by such leading
Solidarity advisers as Jacek Kuron.9 At
its recently concluded national congress
in Gdansk, the independent trade union
made known its official position on the
national question in the following
resolution:
"Concerned about the development
of Polish culture, which is open to the
achievements of other peoples, we wish
to state that we are no less concerned
that citizens of Poland belonging to
other nations and ethnic groups Byelorussians, Gypsies, Greeks, Lithua–
nians, Lemkos, Germans, Ukrainians,'
Tatars, Jews and other nationalities —
find the conditions for the free develop–
ment of their culture and its bequeathal
to future generations in a common
fatherland with the Poles.
"We wish, in^this way, to remain
faithful to the traditions of a commonwealth of many peoples.
"The richness of Polish culture also
(includes) regional distinctions that
should be cultivated.
"Our union is opposed to all national
divisions and will struggle for the
guarantee of full civil rights for all Poles
regardless of their national affiliation or
descent.

ciation to all club members for their
support and devotion, in particular, he
singled out Mr. Stasiw, high school
principal, and Dr. Dutko for their
outstanding contribution for the past
several years.
The immaculate Conception Ukrai–
nian High School, which was founded
by the Rt. Rev. Steven v. Knapp in
1959, with 34 students attending its first
classes, is now attended by 118 students.
The aims of the school are: to pre–
serve the religious spirit of the Ukrai–
nian rite, to educate youth in the
knowledge of the Ukrainian language,
history, literature, culture and cus–
toms, and to provide comprehensive
preparatory courses for college and
university studies as well as for job
placement.
The Parents Club at this school was
formed in 1966 and now consists of 54
members, 29 women and 25 men.
Contrary to general expectations, not
all club members have children now
attending the high school. Several
members of the club continue to be
active even though their children have
graduated and are now in colleges or
universities.
The main purpose of the Parents
Club is to help the high school both
morally andfinancially.During the past
year, the club donated about 550,000
for the support of the school.
"Culture will continue to require — at
least in certain areas — either state or
local subsidies. Such subsidies cannot,
however, justify limitations on funda–
mental autonomy in the area of culture.
"in those cases where it will fulfill the
role of a patron of culture, our union
must bear this in mind as well."10
it remains to be seen how the national
minorities in Poland will react to this
statement. Certainly, there will be more
discussion of both the resolution in
general and some of its specific aspects.
in this connection, it is worth noting
that the Ukrainian emigre press has
already made known its dissatisfaction
with what it sees as an attempt to make a
clear distinction between the Lemkos
and the Ukrainians." This controversy
will no doubt be fueled by the recent
article in Tygodnik Powszechny in
which the author, Antoni Kroh, argues
that "the Lemkos never considered
themselves a part of the Ukrainian
people and had a strongly emphasized
separate group consciousness." Accord–
ing to Kroh:
"A Lemko from Gorlice, walking
along the Khreshchatyk JKiev's main
thoroughfarej hears a foreign language
and understands it more or less to the
same extent as a Pole understands the
language of passers-by in Bratislava."12
Paradoxically, the author may un–
wittingly have made a correct observa–
tion in that the language one is apt to
hear in the streets of Kiev is Russian
rather than Ukrainian.
7. Gazeta Wspolczesna, July 3-5.
8. Jan Jozef Lipski, "Dwie ojczyzny —
dwa patriotyzmy (lfwagi о megalomanii
narodowej і ksenofobii Polakow)," Kultura,
Paris, No. 10, October, pp. 3-29. This article
was first published in Poland in June as a
separate brochure by the independent
Official Publishers as No. 144 in its series.
9. Adrian Karatnycky, "A Polish voice,"
The New Leader, June 15, pp. 3-4.
10. "Uchwala w sprawie mniejszosci
narodowych," Tygodnik Solidarnosc, No.
30, October 23.
11. "Zamalyi krok." Svoboda, October
22, and "Solidarity Stresses Equal Rights for
Poland's Ethnic Minorities,"The Ukrainian
Weekly. November 1.
12. Antoni Kroh, "Rekolekcjc lemkow–
skie," Tygodnik Powszechny. October 25.
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Cited for achievements
Honored by Polish doctors
NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y. - Dr.
Oleh Wolansky, noted Ukrainian phy–
sician and community activist, was
awarded a diploma of honorary mem–
bership in the Polish American Medi–
cal Society - Medicus here on October
3.
The diploma was awarded in recogni–
tion of Dr. Wolansky's assistance to
Polish physicians who arrived in this
country in the 1960s and 70s. Dr. J.
Danek, president of Medicus, referred
to Dr. Wolansky as a "tireless protago–
nist in the friendship between Ukraine
and Poland." The award is thefirstof its
kind to be granted by the Polish Ameri–
can Medical Society.
Dr. Wolansky received his M.D.
Judge John S. Gonas
diploma in 1939 from the University of
SOUTH BEND, ind. - Judge John Poznan, Poland. During the war. he
S. Gonas, former chief justice of the worked in various displaced persons
indiana Appellate Court, state senator camps in the British occupation zone of
and representative, and delegate to Germany. He immigrated to the United
national Democratic conventions, was States in 1950.
Dr. Wolansky received board certifi–
recently honored by the international
Biographical Center in Cambridge, cation in psychiatry in 1959 and in
England, and the American Biographi– mental hospital administration in 1968.
cal institute. His biography appears in He is a fellow of the American Psychia–
the Directory of Distinguished Ameri– tric Association and of the American
cans under distinguished political a– Association on Mental Defficiency. He
is former president of the West Hudson
chievement.
Born in 1907 to Samuel and Hazel District Branch of the АРА, of the New
(nee Stranka) Gonas in Cross Fork, Pa., York State Chapter of the AAPA and
Judge Gonas attended St. Thomas of the Ukrainian Medical Association
College in 1924. Three years later, he of North America. Currently he is
earned a bachelor of science degree in secretary for external affairs of the
civil engineering from the University of World Federation of Ukrainian. Medi–
Pennsylvania. Judge Gonas received his cal Associations.
LL.B from Tri-State University in 1930.
He continued his studies at the Chicago
Law School and the John Marshall Law
School, and was granted an LL.M from
the University of Notre Dame in 1932.
After serving as assistant prosecuting
attorney from 1931 to 1934, Judge
Gonas became a justice of the peace in
1935. He served in the indiana House of
Representatives for two years (193638), and was a state senator from 1940
to 1948. He served as chairman of the
Senate Caucus in 1943, and was a public
defender in 1945^6.
Between 1949 and 1958, Judge Gonas
served as a probate and juvenile court
judge. Two years later, he was named to
the indiana Appellate Court, where he
served as chief justice from 1963 to
1972.
Dr. Oleh Wolansky
Throughout his legal career, Judge
Dr. Wolansky was director t)f SunGonas participated in several interna–
mount Development Center in Tupper
tional jurists' conventions, in 1954 he
Lake, N.Y., Suffolk State Hospital in
was a delegate to the international
Melville, and Letchwort village De–
Congress of Juvenile Court Judges held
velopment Center in Thiells, N.Y.,
in Brussels, and the following year, he
where he remained until his retirement
was invited by U.N. Secretary General
in October 1980.
Dag Hammarskjold to participate in a
Dr. Wolansky intends to work pro–
conference on crime and juvenile deli–
fessiona!ly on a part-time basis in his
quency held in Geneva.
present area of residence in Kerhonk–
in 1955-56, while he served on the son, N.Y. He is currently active in
juvenile court, Judge Gonas's county church work as a choir director and
had the lowest delinquency rate in the continues his activity in various pro–
United States, according to Depart– fessional and community organiza–
ment of Health, Education and Welfare tions.
statistics.
A frequent contributor of articles to
A member of the indiana and Ameri– various medical journals, he has be–
can bar associations, Judge Gonas is come involved in recent years in publi–
also past president of the indiana cizing the abuse of psychiatry for
Fraternal Congress of Engineers So– political purposes in the Soviet Union.
ciety. From 1933 to the 1940s, he was a
member of the Ukrainian Professionals
Association of the United States.
Takes part in fiscal forum
interestingly enough, Judge Gonas
W A S H I N G T O N - Dr. Emii Bej,
has run for the presidency and vice
associate professor of economics at
presidency of the United States.
Shippensburg
State College in Ship–
Married to the former Theodosia
Bonder in 1937, Judge Gonas has two pensburg. Pa., was one of 95 persons
sons, John Jr. and Roy B., both practic– chosen nationwide to participate in an
ing attorneys. He is a member of UNA in-depth examination of the problems
Branch 176 in Chicago, and his sons are ana possible solutions involved in
members of Branch 425.
financing this country's future.

Dr. Bej was awarded an expensespaid scholarship to the prestigious Fifth
National Forum on Jobs, Money and
People, held here October 12-14.
The theme of this year's forum was
"Financing the Future: Political and
Economic incentives." More than 25
nationally prominent featured speakers
and panelists were involved in the
program.
The annual conference is co-sponsor–
ed by the Fiscal Policy Council, a nonprofit economic research and education
foundation with offices in Riviera
Beach, Fla., and Arlington, va.; and the
Chair of Private Enterprise at Georgia
State University.
The forum annually brings together
leaders from business, government,
media, academia and labor to discuss
pressing economic and political issues,
individuals who are honored with
scholarships are chosen from hundreds
of nominations received from all parts
of the nation.
Scholarship funds have been made
available through contributions from a
number of organizations, including:
Esmark inc., Pepsico, Government
Research and Development Corp.,
Reader's Digest Association, Sharonsteel Foundation, Union Carbide Corp.,
Mapco inc., The Williams Companies,
Western Gear Foundation, Getty Oil
Company and Blue Bell inc.
Among the featured speakers at this
year's forum were: Rep. Philip M.
Crane (R-lll.), member of the taxwriting House Ways and Means Com–
mittee, the keynoter; Dr. Beryl Sprinkel,
undersecretary of the Treasury for
Monetary Affairs; Sen. Bob Packwood
(R-Ore.), chairman of the Taxation and
Debt Management Subcommittee and
member of the Senate Finance Com–
mittee; Dr. Michael Boskin, Stanford
University, director of the National
Bureau of Economic Research - Social
Security Research Program; Robert B.
Carleson, special assistant to President
Ronald Reagan for policy develop–
ment; Dan Cordtz, economic news
editor, ABC-T v ; and Dr. Walter E.
Williams, professor of economics,
George Mason University.

Appointed to foreign service
BETHESDA, Md. - Roman Popa–
diuk of Bethesda, Md., has received an
appointment as a foreign service officer
in the U.S. Department of State. Mr.
Popadiuk is undergoing training in
Washington prior to his reassignment
to the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City.

Roman Popadiuk
Prior to his appointment, Mr. Popa–
diuk was a political analyst for the
indonesian Mission to the United
Nations and was an assistant professor
of political science at Brooklyn College.

Д
Mr. Popadiuk received his Ph.D.
from the City University of New York
and wrote his doctoral dissertation on
the Soviet dissident movement. He
served as the rapporteur to Max Kam–
pelman, the co-chairman of the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference,
during his public hearings on the
Helsinki Accords in New York City in
May 1980.
Mr. Popadiuk has also been involved
in local community affairs in his
Brooklyn neighborhood, serving as a
committeeman at Holy Ghost Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church and chairman of
the 94th Civilian Observation Patrol, an
anticrime organization in the Greenpoint section of Brooklyn.
Mr. Popadiuk is married to the
former Judith Ann Fedkiw and they
have a son, Gregory John.
He is fluent in Ukrainian and has a
knowledge of Russian and French; and
he will be taking Spanish language
training in preparation for his Mexico
City post. A number of his articles on
the Soviet political situation have
appeared in The Ukrainian Quarterly.
He is a member of UNA Branch 29.

Gets lsraeli trade award

Dior Wyslotsky

ALS1P, ill. - ihor Wyslotsky, busi–
nessman-engineer-technology develo–
per, was recently presented the 1980
israel Trade Award, by the government
of israel in cooperation with the Ameri–
can-lsrael Chamber of Commerce and
industry and the Bank Hapoalim B.M.
The award is given yearly in recognition
of companies and individuals instru–
mental in the successful promotion of
israel's trade.
Mr. Wyslotsky is president of TEC
inc., a company engaged in develop–
ment of new technologies, with manu–
facturing plants located in Alsip, ill.,
and Tel Aviv.
As one of israel's most successful
importers Mr. Wyslotsky was honored
at the yearly awards luncheon for his
role in the area of American-lsraeli
trade relations and was presented the
prestigious certificate by Shmuel
Ben Jovim, israel's trade commissioner
to the United States, Ami Talmor,
israel's director of economic affairs ind
Emanuel Zippori, israel's consul
general to the Midwest.
Mr. Wyslotsky serves on the board of
the executive committee of the A
can-lsrael Chamber of Commerce
industry - Midwest, and he is presi
of the Committee for Ukrainian Uni'
sity Studies in illinois.

insure and be sure
Join the UNA.
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Ukrainian National Association
MONTHLY REPORTS FOR SEPTEMBER
RECORDING DEPARTMENT

Adults

ADD

Totals

21.060

55,753

6.856

83.669

45
49
6
1

28
6
2

-

82
60
17
4
36

155
115
25
5
36

101

199

Traveling expenses - general
Printings stationary
Operating expense Canadian office
Actuarial A Statistical expenses
insurance Dept. Fees
Legal Expenses
Auditing Committee Expanse
Furniture A equipment
Bank charges

3,030.93
980.18
227.00
375.00
92.00
1,500.00
3,500.69
1,695.00
682.11

Total:

TOTAL AS OF AUG. 31 1981:
GA1NS 1N SEP. 1981:
New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept..
TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N SEP. 1981:
Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out...
Transferred to adults,
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured..
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Wxtended insurance..
Cert. Terminated

TOTAL LOSSES:

—
-

336

42

25

83

6
37-

17
4

4

1
58
51
43

66
83
48
61

-

27
41
67
141
99
104

213

329

38

580

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:

-

18,24б"!з7

Miscellaneous:
interest on orphans Fund, paid
Scholarships
Loss on bonds
Youth sport activities
Accrued interest on purchased bonds
interest paid on death benefit
Donations support
Dues from member's returned
Orphans Fund, paid

4.32
5,200.00
41.30
905.98
4,554.11
1,040.75
5,050.00
312,97
31.25

17,140.68

Total:
investments:
Mortgage
Real estate
Certificate loans granted
Bonds purchased
EDP equipment purchased
Stock acquired

57,000.00
4,295.33
37,190.04
569,500.00
92.10
1,466.44

Total:

669,543.91

Distbursements for September 1981:

B A L A N C E

GA1NS 1N SEP. 1981:
43
1

Extended insurance

44

TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N SEP. 1981:
Died
Cash surrender.
Reinstated
Lapsed,

61
21

82

104
22

-

126

-

"

"

1
32
9
5

18
28
8
5

-

19
60
17
10

47

59 ,

-

106

L1AB1UT1E:

ASSETS:
Fund:
Cash
Bonds
Stocks
Mortgage loans
Certificate loans
Rear estate
Printing plant A EDP

376,609.32
32,663,639.28 L , , e insurance
582.728.64
3,178,876.46 Fraternal
711,328.58
666,714.90 Orphan's

equipment

231.611.88

Loan to UNUR Corporation

TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL U N A MEMBERSH1P
AS O F SEPTEMBER 3 0 1 9 8 1 :

Copyrights

20.945

55.646

6.854

„

45,476581.23
.213,365.22
274,636.84

Old Age Home

370,158.86

8,000,000.00
:,..;

3,600.00

Emergency

80,022.51

83.445
Total:

.......„

'...43.415,165.06

Total:

„

„46.415,165.06

F1NANC1AL DEPARTMENT .

01SBURSEMENTS FOR SEPT. 1981:
Paid to or for members:
Reinsurance premiums
Cash surrenders
Death benefits
Matured endowment certificates
Benefits paid out from Fraternal Funds
Payor death benefits

1NC0ME FOR SEPT. 1981.
806.40
43,175.00
76,737.50
74,000.00
1,050.00
288.17

Total:

196,057.07

Operating expenses:
"Soyuzivka" resort
"Svoboda" operation

104,119.68
72,063.45

Organizing expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Traveling expenses special organizers
Collection charges
Reward to Special Organizers
Reward to secretaries

652.68
260.90
1,078.19
69,91
1,333.33
750.00

"TO^L

4.145.01

Payroll, insurance A Taxes:
Employee Hospitalization Plan
Employee Pension Plan
Salaries - Executive Officers
Salaries - Office Employees
Taxes - Federal, State A City on rmployee wages
, Taxes - Can. Payroll A U.l
Taxes held in escrow paid
j Can Corp. taxes

1,062.08
433.33
9,958.33
27,914.10
13,072.49
3.00
4,646.86
72 45
-

To^h

" "

57.162.64

Official publication "Svoboda"...

30,000.00

Dues from members

244,293.61

interest from:
Bonds
Mortgage loans
Certificate loasn
Stocks
Banjis

243,664.14
21,792.96
1,520.04
1,466.44
65.90

Total

268,509.48
income income -

"Soyuzivka" resort
"Svoboda" operation

104,021.35
72,398.58

Refunds:
Matured endowment
Taxes held in escrow
Taxes - Federal. State A City on employee wages
Taxes - Can. With A pension plan on employee wages
Employee Hospitalization plan premiums
General office maintance
various administrative expenses

581.00
3,440.00
11,377.77
1.50
267.68
30.00
415.68

Total

16.113 63

Miscellaneous:
Ukrainian encyclopedia
Donation to emergency Fund
Donations to Fraternal Funo
Scholarships (ret'd)
.
„
,
investment:
Mortgages repaid
Certificate loans repaid
Bonds matured
Total:

790.69
30.60
5,000.00
300.00
Total:6.121.24
18,710.90
9,693.27
385,041.30
413,445.47

General administrative expenses:
! 'Telephone expense
- Postage
General ofice maintenance
Rental of equipment

л

1,591.10
1.580.00
1,036.55
1,955.81

income for Sept. 1981

1.124.903.36
ULANA И. D1ACHUK
Supreme Treasurer
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Young
UNA'ers
І

-,–.

in the Wojtiuk family,
three generations have
already enrolled in the
Ukrainian National As–
sociation. Seen above
are: grandmother Justine
Wojtiuk; the newest addi–
tion to the family, Chad
John Wojtiuk; and his
father, Jaroslav Wojtiuk.
All are members of UNA
Branch 125.
This little Canadian curie, 2-year-old
Gregory Robert Reynard of verdun,
Que., is one of the youngest members of
UNA Branch 401. Bom on August 11,
1979, to Robert and Daria (nee Temko)
Firmly in the grasp of a helpful mom, Reynard, the red-headed Leo is the
toddling tyke Tatiana Grattan, daugh– grandson of victor and Olga Temko of
ter of Alexandra and Timothy Grattan, verdun and Joseph and Jean Reynard
is ready to step into the irvington, N.J., of Prince Edward island. Gregory is the
limelight as one the newest (and pret– great-grandson of Maria Tremsowska
tiest) members of UNA Branch 490. Her of verdun and Lillian Somers of Р.Е.І.
great-grandparents are John and Jennie
Pasichnyk.

Spring training starts early for these two rough-and-tumble sluggers - Carly A.
and Amy A. Johnson - both of Golf Breeze, Fla. The twins are the daughters of
Albert and Judy Johnson of Golf Breeze, and granddaughters of Mary and Andrew
Magas of Chicago. Their great-grandfather John Magas, was secretary of
Chicago's old UNA Branch 256 many years ago. The adorable duo of the baseball
diamond are members of UNA Branch 22 in Chicago.

Hope
Chest.

This adorable little guy, William N.
Murray i v , is one of the youngest
members of UNA Branch 490 in irving–
ton, NJ. The son of Elizabeth and
William Murray ПІ, little William's
great-grandparents are Jennie and John
Pasichnyk.

Такі' stock in America.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.

THE UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
is sponsoring

WORKSHOPS
IN TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN CHRISTMAS
TREE ORNAMENTS 1981
Saturday. December 5th 8 12th в Sunday. December 6th g 13th
Hours: 2:00-4:00 p.m.
Registration is opened to both children and adults. - (212) 2 2 8 0 1 1 0
t 3 . 5 0 - Adults m J2.75 - Students i. Senior Citizens " J3.00 - Museum Members

THE UKRA1N1AN MUSEUM -

203 Second Ave., New York, N Y .

Hours: Wednesday -

This irresistable brother and sister act - 5-month-old Laryssa and 2-year-old
Stephen Butkovich– are the newest members of Branch 256 in Riverhead, N.Y.
Parents Ronald and Margaret (nee Rapacz)Butkovichare members of Branch 192.
Mrs. Butkovich worked at Soyuzivka for several years.

ЧКЕ-ЛІТСП

щшашшаяаиштшшшшшт

Attention, students!
і nroughout the year. Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them We will also
be glad to print timely news stories about events that have already
taken place Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will
also be accepted MAKE YOURSELF HEARD

І ^ ^ И Ш ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Ш ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "

Sunday: 1-5 p.m.

^vovayo,Yo"
WE HAVE KITS FOR BLOUSES, PIN CUSHIONS, P U C E MATS, TABLE SCARVES,
PILLOW COVERS AND WALL HANGINGS

і

FOR FREE

ETHNIC DESIGNS

INFORMATION
SEND SASE TO

1320 W A L D E N A V F . N L ' E

B U F F A L O . NEW YORK 1421! U.S.A.
3SX

MW

"

" "

xw
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SUSTA...
(Continued from page 11)

University, University of Minnesota,
Hunter College, Syracuse University,
Rhode island and Temple University.
The nominations committee then
delivered its report, this time suggesting
persons for the ad hoc committee on the
revision of the SUSTA constitution.
The nominations committee named
Mary Mycio-Zaryckyj (chairman), Ma–
rianna Hatala, Mark Fedorak, Mykola
Hryckowian and Bohdan Besaha to the
ad hoc committee, and the nominees
were approved by delegates.
The financial committee delivered its
report which consisted of sugges–
tions for fund-raising, such as a letterwriting campaign to solicit contribu–
tions, Christmas card sales, and Prism
newsletter advertisements.
Last on the agenda of the congress
was the report of the resolutions com–
mittee and adoption of resolutions.
Noteworthy was the resolution deal–
ing with the Ukrainian student move–
ment in Poland which praised the act of
Ukrainian student circles in Poland in
attempting to organize a national
Ukrainian student association and
obligated the newly elected SUSTA
board to "help these students by all
possible means" and to "establish a
three-member committee to handle this
matter."
A separate resolution stated: "The
19th SUSTA congress charges the new
executive board with joining in the
defense of all Ukrainians accused by the
U.S. government, as a result of Musco–
vite-Bolshevik provocation, of so-called
collaboration with Nazi Germany. We
condemn the tendentious falsifications
that have appeared in some of the Ameri–
can press in connection with these trials.
Also, we state that such accusations by
the U.S. government are evidence of its
lack of understanding of the two-front
battle waged by the Ukrainian nation
during World War 11 against both
Bolshevik Moscow and Nazi Germany,
and waged only to secure an indepen–
dent and sovereign Ukrainian state. The
19th SUSTA congress calls on the
newly elected executive board to pre–
pare and disseminate an open letter to
the appropriate U.S. government de–
partments in order to explain the
Ukrainian position on this matter. Also,
we appeal to the Ukrainian Relief
Committee, which existed in Galicia in
1939-45 and was headed by Prof. v.
Kubijovych, to prepare a documentary
history which would correctly depict the
history of the struggle of the Ukrainian
nation during this period."
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believes that "the enemy of the Ukrai–
nian nation is Muscovite imperialism
disguised by Communist phraseology."
The resolution went on to state that
SUSTA pledges to use all possible
means to inform free Western societies
about the threat of Muscovite imperia–
lism in its historic drive to conquer the
entire world.
Other resolutions:
" called on the newly elected execu–
tive board to actively take part in the
establishmer і of a Si million fund of the
Ukrainian F ee University Foundation,
as well as tc ecruit students to partici–
pate in the UFU's educational programs;
" called on all Ukrainian students to
safeguard' the Ukrainian language
and culture, especially in light of the
Russification now taking place in
Ukraine;
"charged the newly elected executive
bodies of SUSTA to join in the cam–
paigns in defense of the national and
human rights of the Ukrainian nation
and to initiate such defense actions, and
to defend Ukrainian student and politi–
cal prisoner volodymyr Sichko, who
was arrested in 1979 and sentenced to
seven years' imprisonment; and noted
that it would be appropriate to adopt
the motto "Muscovites out of Ukraine"
used by volodymyr Sichko in his
address at the funeral of murdered
Ukrainian composer volodymyr iva–
siuk;
" called on the new executive board to
continue its efforts to activate the
Ukrainian student movement in the
United States and to continue organiz–
ing students into the ranks of SUSTA;
" urged the board to begin a catalo–
gue of universities which could be used
by all Ukrainian students, noting that
the catalogue should include infor–
m a t i o n on U . S . u n i v e r s i t i e s
based on questionnaires sent out to all
student clubs;
" called on the executive board to
organize, in major U.S. centers, career
panels designed to aid students in
choosing fields of study.

The newly elected SUSTA executive board: (seated) Ronya Stojko-Lozynskyj,
Michael Mulyk, (standing, from left) Bohdan Besaha, Nata!ka Cherney, George
Golub, Mark Fedorak, Nadia Chowhan and Olenka Oleshchuk.

youth activities and suggested giving
The Ukrainian Weekly as a Christmas
gift to young people. She appealed for
(Continued from page 5)
bers, and Branch 88 which had 12, aid to Ukrainian refugees in Austria.
UNA President Flis informed the
followed by Branch 5 with nine, Branches
200and 204-eight; Branch 194-six; meeting of the convention committees
being
formed in Rochester, N.Y., in
Branches 256 and 267 — seven; Branch–
es 293 and 361 - five; Branch 86 and preparation for the 30th UNA conven–
tion to be held there in May. He
325 — four; and others.
The supreme organizer analyzed reviewed briefly the UNA financial
current organizing problems and the status for the past eight months. UNA
bearing of the economic situation and promissory notes paid 14 percent inte–
other impediments affecting young rest recently and new demand notes will
families, who are potential UNA mem– pay 9 percent, but money can be with–
bers. He also noted that the ranks of drawn after six months without losing
older dedicated secretaries are diminsh– interest, it is anticipated that 52 million
ing and younger activists are scarce. Mr. will be derived from the UNA building
Orichowsky admonished UNA'ers to rent rolls in 1981.
Dr. Flis stated that although the
forget differences pnd heed the рЧа of
our Church leaders and fraternals for UNA is growing financially, organiza–
unity and the consequential benefit to tionally it is not up to par. Organizers,
the whole Ukrainian community. He he said, are working slowly, auguring a
asked for accelerated organizing acti– poor membership growth year. He
Several anniversaries were also mark– vity.
appealed to branch secretaries and
ed in the resolutions adopted at the 19th
UNA vice President Dushnyck re- organizers to double their organizing
congress. Among them were: the 40th viewed the organizing efforts of the efforts in this preconvention year —
anniversary of the re-establishment of district's women, noting that A. Juze– where there is good will anything is
Ukrainian statehood by the Act of June niw (Branch 194), had six members; M. possible, he stated.
30, 1941; the 60th anniversary of the Kulczycka, (Branch 8), A. Barenke–
Mr. Flis also broached the subject of
founding of the underground Ukrai– wicz (Branch 212), M. Dushnyck UNA senior citizens' condominiums at
nian university in Lviv, Ukraine; and (Branch 293) and E. Milanytch (Branch Soyuzivka.
the 60th anniversary of the Ukrainian 450) each had three; A. Sanotska
in the ensuing discussion various
Free University. Also cited was the 90th (Branch 158), G. Tolopko (Branch 267)
vital issues were brought up regarding
birthday of Patriarch Josyf of the and J. Zawyrucha (Branch 433) had two
youth, the proposed merger of the UNA
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
each.
and the Ukrainian Fraternal Associa–
Closing remarks were offered by Ms.
The speaker noted that the American tion, articles on UNA themes, difficul–
Stojko-Lozynskyj, who reminded the family's average amount of life insurance ties of organizing, revival of the UNA
The students also approved a resolu– hromada representatives that student
tion praising the actions of the CeSUS clubs and SUSTA executive bodies is 548,300, an increase of 53,500 per Trybuna, possibility of publishing a
auditing committee chairman who has have a "reciprocal responsibility" to– family from last year, and that one pre-convention readers' column, etc.
Before adjourning the meeting, Mr.
announced that a world student con– ward each other. The newly elected reason for the increase is that many
gress will be held April 22-24, 1982, and president also noted that if any student wives have joined the work force. The Chomanczuk appealed to all to become
average
Ukrainian
family's
coverage
is
more active in the membership cam–
called on all Ukrainian student associa– club had a special interest it should
tions to participate in the congress, as inform the SUSTA executive board so approximately 53,000 (in the UNA). paign in the final two months of the
the only means to reactivate this much- that the board could appoint a special Mrs. Dushnyck also spoke of UNA year.
needed world body.
director to deal with the matter on a
by our success or failure with this age
Minneapolis
in addition, a resolution called the nationwide basis.
group."
political concept that Ukraine is enThe congress was concluded with the
(Continued from page 5)
Dr. Kuropas acknowledged the fact
slaved by a "partocratic empire" a singing of the Ukrainian national soon be a reality. The entire Supreme that most fraternal societies in America
"harmful" one and stated that SUSTA anthem.
Executive Committee favors the idea, were having similar problems in enroll–
and now that we have a concrete plan ing younger members.
to consider, we can move towaras that
"But some are not", he noted, point–
end more rapidly."
WONDERFUL G1FTS FOR ANY OCCASlON:
ing to recent membership increases
within
the Sons of Norway and the
Presenting
the
"bad
news"
was
Dr.
POEMS BY SHEvCHENKO. a selection of Shevchenko's poetry in Ukrainian and in English, French
Kuropas, who devoted his brief presen– Greek Catholic Union.
and German translation, illustrated with colour reproductions of Shevchenko's paintings. Hardtation to the problem of new UNA
"For the first time in almost 20 years,
cover with jacket designed by Myron Levytsky. Price only S5.00 plus Я.0О mailing charge.
members.
the Rusyns have more insurance in
MAP OF UKRA1NE by v. Kubijovycz and A. Zhukovsky. in colour, size 55 x 105 cm. with a 30-page
"We still haven't found a way to force than we do," concluded Dr. Kuro–
.supplement contains the latest statistical data and an index. Maps are available in Ukrainian and
attract the younger generation in any pas. "Maybe they know something that
English. Orders must specify the language desired. Price 120.00 plus 12.00 mailing charge.
large
numbers," stated Dr. Kuropas. wc don't."
Send orders to:
"When we consider the fact that during
Following a spirited discussion re–
PATRONAT NTSh
the 1980s, the largest segment of our freshingly free of animosity, the meeting
1S Bracondale Hill Rd., Toronto, Ont., Canada M 6 G 3 P 4
population will be between the ages of was adjourned and a delicious buffet
25 and 35, our future will be determined was enjoyed by all.
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